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Abstract

Memory-safe execution of C programs has been well researched but
the ability to find memory-safety violations before execution has of-
ten been overlooked. One approach for memory-safe C is SoftBound-
CETS which infer some memory-accesses as statically safe and others
become runtime-checked.

One problem with this approach is that it is not obvious to the pro-
grammer which checks are runtime-checked and which are inferred as
safe. This report analyses the approach taken by SoftBoundCETS by
implementing a runtime bounds-checks lister for SoftBoundCETS.

The resulting runtime bounds-checks-listing program that can
track 99 % of the inlined runtime bounds-checks to user program
source code lines in programs compiled with -O3 and link-time-
optimisation. Analysing SoftBoundCETS with this tool reveals
SoftBoundCETS can eliminate about 35 % of the memory loads and
stores as statically safe in Coreutils 8.27.

Sammanfattning

Mycket forskning har utförts om minnessäker exekvering av C-
program men förmågan att hitta minnessäkerhetsöverträdelser har
ofta förbisetts. En approach för minnessäker C är Softbound-Cets
som härleder vissa minnesaccesser som statiskt säkra och andra blir
kontrollerade vid körtid.

Ett problem med denna approach är att det inte är uppenbart för
programmeraren vilka kontroller som utförs vid körtid och vilka som
härleds som säkra. Denna rapport analyserar Softbound-Cets appro-
ach genom att implementera ett program som listar fältaccesser för
Softbound-Cets.

Det färdiga programmet som listar fältaccesser vid körtid kan
spåra 99 % av inline-expanderade accesskontroller vid körtid till
kodrader i användarprogram kompilerade med -O3 och länktidsop-
timering. Analysen av Softbound-Cets med detta verktyg avslöjar att
Softbound-Cets kan eliminera runt 35 % av minnesaccesserna som
statiskt säkra bland programmen i Coreutils 8.27.



Glossary

abstract syntax tree (AST) A tree representation of the syntax of a
source-file according to the programming language grammar.

ANSI-C A C standard from 1983 by ANSI (American National Stan-
dards Institute).

Boehm-Weiser conservative garbage-collector A free software
conservative garbage collector for C and C++

cast To re-interpret or convert data between two different data types.

CCured A memory-safe C implementation using a pointer-type in-
ference algorithm instead of pointer-annotations and supporting
many pointer-casts.

CETS A component of SoftBoundCETS which enforces temporal
memory-safety.

const-ness const is a type-qualifier in C and C++ which specifies the
directly stored value is read-only.

Coq An interactive theorem prover.

Coreutils A package with basic io, file and shell manipulation func-
tions for the GNU operating system.

Cyclone A memory-safe dialect of C enforcing memory-safety
through a differentiated pointer-types implementation and
disallowing some unsafe language-features.

eax x86-64 assembly operand; referencing the lowest 32-bits in the a-
register.
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iv Glossary

Fail-Safe C An ANSI-C conforming memory-safe C implementation.

GNU C A standard for C used by GCC (GNU C Compiler).

GNU-LGPL A free licence by GNU which enforces derivative work to
use the same licence without the requirement to release source-
code for derivative work.

GNU-GPL A free licence by GNU which enforces derivative work to
use the same licence and release the source-code.

Google MemorySanitiser A debugging tool from Google that finds
reads of uninitialised memory.

Google AddressSanitiser A debugging tool from Google that finds
many memory errors in C/C++.

goto Statement in C moving execution to a label.

Graal JIT-compiler An extended Java Virtual Machine using just-in-
time compilation and is made to support more programming
languages.

graphical user interface (GUI) A graphical user interface, where
users interact with visual representations to instruct the
computer as opposed to typing commands in a command-line
interface (CLI).

HardBound A hardware platform that enforces memory-safety by cir-
cuitry that checks memory-accesses.

heapification Storing automatically managed stack-memory onto the
heap and letting a garbage collector handle deallocation.

i386 Intel 80386 compatible, 32-bit processor architecture.

inline function Is a subroutine inserted in-place instead of being
called.

int Integer type in C/C++, implementation defined size.
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intermediate representation (IR) A low-level platform neutral repre-
sentation of programs used by compilers as an intermediate rep-
resentation during translation before translating into platform
specific code.

Ironclad C++ A C++ template library that provides memory-safe
pointer types for C++.

ISO C One of the international C standards by International Organi-
sation for Standardization (ISO).

Java Virtual Machine (JVM) A virtual machine designed as the the
execution environment for Java to provide cross-platform com-
patibility.

link-time-optimisation (lto) Compiler optimisations occurring when
object-files are linked together to a binary file.

LLVM A compiler tool-chain that combines language-front-ends and
platform-back-ends with a intermediate representation (IR) and
optimisation passes working on the intermediate representation.

longjmp Function in C standard library that restores a saved call-
stack state.

malloc Dynamic memory allocator in C standard library.

ManagedC An extension to TruffleC which enforces memory-safety
for C.

memcpy C standard library function for copying non-overlapping
memory.

metadata Data that provides information about the data.

mkfifo A tool included in GNU Coreutils for making a temporary
first-in-first-out (FIFO) pipe which is used for communication in-
between processes.

O0 Optimisation level 0: No optimisation.

O1 Optimisation level 1: Easy optimisation.
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O2 Optimisation level 2: High optimisation.

O3 Optimisation level 3: Highest optimisation.

objdump A tool included in GNU Binutils that can dump information
from object files and disassemble binary files.

printf Formatted printing routine in C standard library.

pushdown automaton An automaton that works by popping an op-
erator from a stack and thereafter popping the expected number
of arguments.

rax x86-64 assembly operand; referencing all 64-bits stored in the a-
register.

runtime bounds-checks lister A program that lists all bounds-checks
that occur during runtime.

setjmp Function in C standard library that store the call-stack state.

sizeof Operator in C returning the static size of a type or variable.

SoftBound A component of SoftBoundCETS which enforces spatial
memory-safety.

SoftBoundCETS A tool that enforces memory-safety in C through
LLVM transformations using a disjoint metadata store to not
break the data-layout.

struct A record data-structure in C and C++ storing fields of different
types.

subtyping A type is a subtype of another type if it can be substitute
the other type in all instances.

trie An ordered-data search-tree data-structure where each node rep-
resents a partial-match and has other partial or full matches as
children.

TruffleC An implementation of a JVM interpreter for C.

Ubuntu A Debain based GNU/Linux distribution.
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Valgrind A free software tool for memory debugging, memory leak
detection and profiling.

variadic function A function which can accept a variable number of
arguments.

Vellvm A framework for reasoning about programs expressed in
LLVM IR.

x86 AMD 64-bit compatible, 64-bit processor architecture also known
as x86-64.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Unsafe C programs abound and with it common bugs that are caused
by the lack of memory-safety which go undetected for long times and
often compromise security.

The definition of memory-safety is that no memory-accesses with
undefined behaviour are performed.

Memory-safety can be enforced by runtime bounds-checks upon
dereference but this only prevents unsafe memory-accesses from
being exploited. The program will still compile without errors or
warnings and terminate at runtime when a bounds check fails. Since
a compiler just produce the executable inserting dereference-checks
at all memory-accesses, this would not be a viable strategy to catch
memory-violations.

The memory-safety guarantee at compile time can be improved by
statically analysing and eliminating runtime bounds-checks or abort-
ing compilation at memory-safety violations. The compiler can elim-
inate checks on memory-accesses which can be inferred to be safe. It
can also abort compilation on memory-accesses which can be inferred
as violating memory-safety.

It is important to point out that all runtime bounds-checks cannot
be removed without losing expressive power in C. Array indices might
come from program input. Hence we have to accept that C programs
do not hold the progress property, i.e., C programs can get stuck at run-
time when accessing arrays out-of-bounds. As criterion for memory-
safety in this thesis we require that no memory-accesses that are unde-
fined behaviour are allowed to be performed at runtime.

Since C is amongst the most used system programming-languages
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

programming-language, absence of bugs is of great importance.
A huge amount of code has been invested in C; critical systems
included. Consequently, much effort has been put down to design
more memory-safe dialects of C.

SoftBoundCETS is an implementation of C that guarantees
memory-safety, i.e., a guarantee that no memory-accesses with
undefined behaviour are permitted. There are many alternative
approaches for more memory-safe C, but SoftBoundCETS stands
out by its approach of using a modified LLVM compiler and by
storing pointer meta-data in a shadow-space to keep data-layout
compatibility with common C. It also does not make use of any
garbage-collector and it is updated and maintained.

The ability to eliminate runtime bounds-checks in SoftBoundCETS
will be compared to other tools that provide the memory-safety guar-
antee that no memory-accesses with undefined-behaviour can be per-
formed. This criterion excludes tools that are used as profiling tools to
find bugs by running in a debug-compiled version which is not meant
to be used as release version. It also excludes tools that do not prevent
all memory-accesses with undefined-behaviour.

1.1 Objective

Approaches for memory-safe execution of C programs have been a
big research topic in programming-language theory, type-theory and
formal methods.

C is one of the most common programming-languages in use and
much code has been invested in it. It is often used in critical systems
where bugs cannot be tolerated. The lack of memory-safety of C gives
rise to code that is not protected against buffer-overflows which can
be exploited in code-injections or privilege escalations.

It is not an easy task to bring more memory-safety to C because of
its goals as a practical low-level language without unnecessary run-
time overheads.

More type-safe approaches for C has been a well researched topic,
but focus has often been on highest compatibility with legacy C and
minimizing the runtime overhead. The discourse of this thesis rather
focuses on the static memory-safety, i.e., catching memory-violations
at compile-time to give a higher memory-safety guarantee after com-
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pilation.
The aspiration is that a runtime bounds-check lister for SoftBound-

CETS can be used to help users pinpoint where user-code generates
runtime bounds-checks. Since SoftBoundCETS does not extend the C
language with pointer-annotations the inference of which accesses that
are statically safe or which have to be runtime checked is hard to grasp.
This tool will try to make this clearer and allowing the users to focus
on verifying those memory-dereferences which are runtime-checked
and can halt execution.

The anticipated outcome of this master’s thesis project is an an-
swer to the research question which would benefit further research
into whether runtime bounds-check elimination in SoftBoundCETS
can reduce runtime-checks to what is achievable with pointer-type an-
notations.

1.2 Research Question

Does SoftBoundCETS’s redundant bounds-check elimination reduce
runtime bounds-checks to what is achievable with pointer-type anno-
tations?

1.3 Report Structure

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2, Background covers the relevant and referenced literature

giving an insight into the current status of research about approaches
for more memory-safe C.

Chapter 3, Methods discusses the choice of implementation of the
tool and how it affects the resulting bounds-check lister.

Chapter 4, Results presents the results of the investigation. The
chapter first covers how well the bounds-checks lister performs. Then
follows an analysis of where SoftBound+CETS can to perform bounds-
checks-elimination. The last part covers the quantitative results of how
many checks can be eliminated.

Chapter 5, Discussion discusses the Results and reflects about them
using the knowledge from Background to try to reach a conclusion to
the research question.

Chapter 6, Conclusions gives a brief summary of Chapter 5.
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Chapter 7, Future Work discusses how both the runtime bounds-
listing program and SoftBoundCETS could be improved and whether
pointer-type annotations is a viable strategy. There is also a section
about possible alternative applications of the runtime bounds-checks
lister.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Outline

This chapter covers a number of approaches and tools that guarantee
memory-safety for C programs. The approaches covered in detail are:

• Cyclone.

• CCured.

• SoftBoundCETS.

• IroncladC++.

• ManagedC.

A runtime bounds-checks lister is developed for SoftBoundCETS. This
tool is needed to analyse where runtime bounds-checks are eliminated
with SoftBoundCETS.

2.2 Preface

Much time and effort has been invested to design more memory safe
dialects of C. Early approaches like Cyclone extended C with pointer
annotations, helping the compiler generate more efficient code, for ex-
ample for guaranteed non-NULL pointers or pointers to one element
data versus arrays. However the developers behind Cyclone later
moved on to design a completely new language, Rust with these more
specified pointer-types, heavy use of linear-types and region based

5



6 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

memory management. Later approaches for memory safe C compil-
ers have instead tried to implement all parts of the C language with-
out extending it and infer where for example fat-pointers or runtime
bounds-checks are redundant to reduce runtime-overhead.

For a brief history, Austin et al. 1994 [1] describes a safe mem-
ory pointer implementation guaranteeing full memory-safety for ar-
ray accesses. Later in 2001 Cyclone version 0.2 was released, it uses
an implementation with different pointer-types to reduce the num-
ber of runtime checks. But Cyclone still deprecated much of C and
required code rewriting [10]. More recent approaches such as Soft-
BoundCETS have higher compatibility and does not require rewriting
[16, 15]. The SoftBound redundant runtime bounds-checks elimina-
tion has also been improved with value range analysis and both intra-
and inter-procedural optimisations [25].

Various later achievements are covered below.

Full ANSI-C Compatibility

Full ANSI-C compatibility which means the semantics of well formed
programs agreeing to the most accepted standard of the language does
not change by using the tool [19]. This was primarily a challenge in
automated theorem proofing, proving the standardised properties.

Support for Common-Use Integer to Pointer Casts

Support for common-use non-ANSI compliant pointer operations
with integer to pointer casts which is an characteristic language
feature of C. The challenge here was to not lose the pointer metadata
after casting them to integers and inferring pointer data from
non-pointer data [12].

A Hardware Implementing Full Memory-Safety

A hardware circuit that implements full memory-safety which con-
tributes a hardware approach for efficient seamless built in memory-
safe execution. This was done by integrating metadata into the address
representation on a circuit level [14].
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A C++ Library Implementing Memory-Safe Execution

A template implemented C++ library and verifier, that is made to re-
place memory-unsafe pointer semantics with safe ones. This gives a
compiler independent approach in a mature language and high trans-
parency for the programmer of what semantics is augmented to ac-
complish memory-safety [2].

Memory-Safe Execution Under JVM

There are several approaches that translates C code to execution on
JVM in a memory-safe way. JVM in itself is a virtual machine with
runtime bounds-checks [11].

2.3 Categorisation of Approaches

In the Background the most relevant approaches for memory-safe C
have been chosen. One tool has been chosen to represent each different
approach which has been encountered during the literary study.

For example, Fail-Safe C uses a similar approach to CCured with a
differentiated pointer-type approach without requiring annotations to
differentiate between different pointer types. Hence it is not covered
in further detail.

2.3.1 Limiting what is Covered

Approaches not fulfilling the criterion outlined in the Introduction that
they produce a release-build which prevents all memory-accesses with
undefined-behaviour are outside the scope of this report. For exam-
ple, Google AddressSanitiser [8] does not prevent uninitialised mem-
ory reads and Valgrind [4] does not prevent stack-storage array out-of-
bounds reads [23]. Combining Google AddressSanitiser with Google
MemorySanitiser which detects all memory-accesses is not trivial to
implement and will have bad memory overhead [20].

2.3.2 Covered Approaches

Covered approaches for each methodology are:

• Cyclone; a stand alone compiler which uses pointer annotations.
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• CCured; a source to source compiler using inference to differen-
tiate between pointer types.

• Ironclad C++; a C++ library for safe pointer semantics.

• SoftBoundCETS; a modified LLVM compiler that checks loads
and stores.

• ManagedC; a modified JVM interpreter enforcing memory safety
for C.

Table 2.1 has been compiled for the reader’s help. The table dif-
ferentiates approaches covered in this chapter. An explanation of the
rows follows:

• Standard compatibility: Compatibility with any ISO or GNU-C
standard.

• Pointer-Integer casts supported: Weather casts between point-
ers and compatible pointers are allowed.

• Means of differentiation of different pointer implementations:
The strategy if any, used to chose implementation pointer-types
if the strategy uses several implementation pointer-types.

• Code modifications required: Weather any source-code mod-
ifications by the programmer using the tool for a standard C-
program are needed for the user-program to compile with the
tool.

• Platform requirements: The targeted architecture and software
required to run the tool and programs generated with it.

• Link compatibility with C: Whether the programs compiled by
the tool can be linked to libraries not compiled with the tool.

The runtime bounds-checks lister is implemented for SoftBound-
CETS. This is because of the way SoftBoundCETS implements the re-
dundant runtime bounds-checks elimination.

From the language specification of SoftBoundCETS it is not clear
which redundant runtime bounds-checks can be eliminated. CCured
provides a case where the redundant runtime bounds-checks elimi-
nation is more transparent. CCured has typing-judgements that tells
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where runtime bounds-checks are needed. It is also easy to inspect the
generated code since CCured is a source-to-source compiler.

It is also easier to find out without a runtime bounds-checks lis-
ter where runtime bounds-checks occur in the other tools covered in
this report. Cyclone has differentiated pointer-types with differenti-
ated dereference-semantics. IroncladC++ is a source-to-source com-
piler and ManagedC runs on the JVM where bounds-checks are speci-
fied by the JVM semantics.

Table 2.1: Comparison of Chosen Approaches.

Approach Cyclone CCured Ironclad-
C++

Soft-
Bound-
CETS

ManagedC

Standard
compati-
bility

Not full GNU-C No ISO ISO

Pointer-
integer
casts sup-
ported

No Yes No Yes No

Means of
differen-
tiation of
different
pointer
implemen-
tations

Annota-
tions

Inference Different
classes

Uniform
implemen-
tation

Inference

Code mod-
ifications
required

Pointer an-
notations

No Different
pointer
syntax

No No

Platform
require-
ments

i386 ? C++ com-
piler

AMD64 JVM

Link com-
patibility
with C

No No Yes Yes No
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2.4 Preliminaries

2.4.1 Memory-Safety

The general definition of memory-safety is the absence of memory vi-
olations.

For C, a conforming program according to ISO C standards is one that
is acceptable to a conforming implementation. A conforming implemen-
tation is either a hosted or free-standing implementation where both
shall accept any strictly conforming program and the later may have
extensions which do not alter the behaviour of any strictly conforming
program. And a strictly conforming implementation shall not produce
output dependent on any unspecified, undefined or implementation-
defined behaviour [9].

One can thus concretise the definition of memory safety for stan-
dard ISO C programs to not allowing memory operations to have any
unspecified, undefined or implementation-defined behaviour. Assum-
ing memory operations are loading and storing data to memory the
means of doing this in C is through dereferencing addresses.

Pointers are the purpose-made types for addresses, but C permits
other value types to be used as addresses through casting which is
vital for direct memory-access.

Memory-safety requires and is often conveniently broken down
into spatial and temporal memory-safety.

Spatial Memory Safety

For spatial memory-safety, any pointer may only be dereferenced as
long as no data is fetched outside of the storage of the pointed data.
Examples of violations are:

• Out-of-bounds overflows, example in Figure 2.1.

• Reinterpreting as larger type, example in Figure 2.2.

u i n t 3 2 _ t a r r [ 2 ] ;
p r i n t f ( "%" PRIu32 , a r r [ 2 ] ) ; / * Memory v i o l a t i o n ,

d e r e f e r e n c i n g o u t s i d e o f s t o r e * /

Figure 2.1: Out-of-bounds Overflow
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u i n t 3 2 _ t val ;
u i n t 6 4 _ t * r e t = ( u i n t 6 4 _ t * ) ( void * ) &val ; / * No

v i o l a t i o n u n l e s s d e r e f e r e n c i n g * /
p r i n t f ( "%" PRIu64 , * r e t ) ; / * Memory v i o l a t i o n ,

d e r e f e r e n c i n g o u t s i d e o f s t o r e * /

Figure 2.2: Reinterpreting as a larger type

A higher criterion of memory-safety is to also not permit struct-
internal spatial memory-violations like in Figure 2.3. Padding is not
specified in the ISO C standard except that the first member shall be
interchangeable with the pointer to the struct.

s t r u c t person_t {
char name [ 3 2 ] ;
i n t age ;

} me ;
p r i n t f ( " Enter age :\n" ) ;
scanf ( "%d" , &me. age ) ;
p r i n t f ( "Age : %d" , &me[ 3 2 ] ) ; / * S t r u c t− i n t e r n a l

memory v i o l a t i o n * /

Figure 2.3: Struct-internal Memory Violation

Temporal Memory-Safety

Temporal memory-safety guarantees data accessed is still alive. In C,
the life time is either static, manual or automatic. Stack-memory is
automatically deallocated upon return while heap-memory needs to
be manually allocated and deallocated. Static-memory is alive under
the whole execution. When heap-memory temporal memory-safety is
breached by accessing memory that has been manually deallocated by
a call to free this is called a use-after-free error. Having multiple calls
to free for the same allocation is called a double-free error.
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Both stack- (Figure 2.4) and heap-memory (Figure 2.5) can be ac-
cessed after being deallocated and resulting in a temporal memory-
safety violation. In the case of heap-memory it is a use-after-free error.

void foo ( )
{

p r i n t f ( "%d\n" , * bar ( ) ) ; / * A c c e s s i n g
d e a l l o c a t e d memory * /

}

i n t * bar ( )
{

i n t val = 1 ;
return &val ;

}

Figure 2.4: Accessing stack-memory that has been deallocated

i n t * ptr = malloc ( s i ze of ( i n t ) ) ;
* pt r = 1 ;
f r e e ( ptr ) ; / * A c c e s s i n g d e a l l o c a t e d memory * /
p r i n t f ( "%d\n" , ptr ) ;

Figure 2.5: Accessing heap-memory that has been deallocated a.k.a.
use-after-free error

2.4.2 Safe Memory Handling

Manual memory-management as is done in C is error prone. It
is easy to forget to deallocate memory and to dereference deallo-
cated memory. Many interpreted languages instead use automatic
memory-management with a garbage-collector. Other approaches
is to statically analyse when memory should be deallocated as with
uniqueness-types or reference-counting.

Garbage-Collecting

Garbage-collectors are runtime procedures that sometimes during
runtime traverse pointer-references and memory-allocations and
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deallocate memory that are no longer referenced. This comes at a high
runtime cost and a risk of data loss at exceptions not to mention C
permits compatible non pointer values to be reinterpreted as pointers
which complicates the analysis.

Garbage-collectors can be either heap-precise or conservative.
Where the former can identify all pointers to allocations without
false positives. Consequently, a conservative garbage-collector
sometimes retains memory that is no longer used which is effectively
a memory-leak.

Heapification

C makes use of the automatic allocation of the stack much more than
for example Java for, e.g., arrays and struct objects. This can give rise
to stack-memory use-after-free errors where stack allocated data is ac-
cessed after its lifetime. Some approaches for safer C uses a combina-
tion of heapification to make the garbage-collector manage what would
otherwise be stack-allocated memory.

Heapification is simply changing the lifetime and storage of auto-
matic stack-allocated memory to garbage-collected heap-storage.

Reference-Counting

An alternative to a garbage-collector is to associate every memory-
chunk with a reference-counter which is increased when the pointer
to the memory chunk is copied and decreased when such a pointer
goes out of scope. This makes the memory-chunk deallocated when it
is no longer reachable with the exception of circular-reference chains
which needs special care to handle.

Reference-counting is by no means a zero-overhead approach
with all updating of reference counters but the special case of
single-ownership pointers such as implemented by C++ unique_ptr
is an interesting special case.

These unique-pointers cannot be copied but instead borrowed, i.e.,
the ownership is transferred and made inaccessible for the function
giving up ownership in effect making the reference count redundant.
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Aliasing

The problem with unique-pointers are to hinder aliasing of pointers,
where two pointers point at the same memory. As pointers can
be incremented and decremented and the runtime-value often is
unknown, compilers must often assume the pointers are aliasing,
i.e., pointing to the same memory. Aliasing pointers contradict
the uniqueness of unique-pointers and invalidates any cached
dereferenced pointer-value at the first write operation to any possibly
aliasing pointer.

For example, in Figure 2.6 plus correctly adds x[0] and y[0] and
puts the result in res[0] with the possible overflow in res[1]. The
problem arises if plus(x, x, y) is invoked, then the original x[0]
value will be overwritten by writing to the aliasing res pointer and
res[0] < x[0] will always be false.

void plus ( i n t re s [ 2 ] , i n t x [ 1 ] , i n t y [ 1 ] )
{

re s [ 0 ] = x [ 0 ] + y [ 0 ] ;
i f ( r es [ 0 ] < x [ 0 ] ) / * Over f low * /

r es [ 1 ] = 1 ;
}

Figure 2.6: Aliasing Problem

2.5 Specified Pointer Types

The following approaches handled in this chapter are grouped
together since they all implement pointers in C by different more
specified pointer types.

Both Cyclone and CCured use three specified pointer-types:
fat/wild, bounded/sequence and thin/safe pointers using the Cy-
clone/CCured terminology. The former two pointer-representations
are records where the pointers are augmented with metadata to keep
necessary information to provide bounds-safety at runtime. For
reference, the representation of sequence and wild pointers in CCured
is provided in Figure 2.7.
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(a) Sequence Pointer Representation

(b) Wild Pointer Representation

Figure 2.7: Representation of Sequence and Wild Pointers in CCured
[18]

These different pointer-implementations have a different trade-off
point between what operations are allowed and incurred cost of as-
suring the memory-safety. Bounded/sequence pointers can as op-
posed to thin/safe pointers point to arrays and thus have to have
bounds checks. Fat/wild pointers permit pointer-arithmetic in both
Cyclone and CCured while CCured uses runtime type-tags to enable
type-casts.

Cyclone uses manual annotation for differentiating between these
implementation types while CCured infers the types at compile time
and thus does not require source-code pointer-annotations. One draw-
back with the specified pointer types approach is that the data-layout
is changed so that external function signatures with pointers defaults
to wild pointers and the libraries have to be re-compiled to ensure
memory-safety.

2.5.1 Cyclone

Cyclone is a dialect of C with the goal of providing the same safety-
guarantees of that of Java which is that no valid program can commit
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a safety-violation. It is released under GNU-GPL and GNU-LGPL. The
memory-safety guarantees are achieved by inserting runtime bounds-
checks where the analysis cannot guarantee this safety-guarantee stat-
ically and refusing to compile programs that violate the restrictions
imposed by the analyser. To facilitate re-factoring code into accept-
able Cyclone, a number of features are added [10]. Namely, tagged-
unions, exceptions, namespaces, sub-typing and parametric polymor-
phism are implemented [7].

As opposed to Java the data-layout for structs, hardware-types and
the memory-management is still handled manually by the program-
mer. Cyclone requires modifications to about 5–15 % of the lines from
native C-code, this is a significant cost for memory-safety but Cyclone
also exposes the implementation of pointers to the programmer fa-
cilitating optimising of the code by exposing the incurred costs more
compared to other approaches [7].

Pointers are implemented either by fat- thin- or bounded-pointers.

Fat Pointers

Fat pointers are structures where the pointer is complemented
by bounds. It is used to represent pointers to arrays and incurs
bounds-checks at dereferences. Fat pointers are encoded by the type
qualifier @fat or by the syntactic sugar ? for *@fat. Fat pointers
provide a macro numelts(a) which returns the number of elements
in the array pointed by the fat pointer.

Thin Pointers

Thin pointers are pointers to singleton data. It is not fatter than a nor-
mal pointer since there is no need for bounds-checks. To provide this
guarantee, Cyclone does not permit pointer-arithmetic on thin point-
ers. Thin pointers are encoded the same way as normal pointers in
C.

Bounded Pointers

Bounded pointers are pointers to fixed-length arrays. They might in-
cur bounds-checks if the dereference cannot be proven to be safe by
the compiler, i.e. non-static bounds or indices. These lengths do not
need to be compile-time constants or even fixed in the binary since
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you can pass bounded pointers to pointers with the size parametrised
as a tag_t.

int sum(tag_t num, int p[num])

These three pointer types provide implicit conversions in-between
each other, which might invoke bounds checks when needed [7].

Definite Initialisation and NULL-Checking

Initialisation of pointers is enforced by definite initialisation and NULL-
checking. This means that pointers need to be initialised before used
and NULL-checks are incurred at dereferences except in the following
cases:

• The pointer is defined to be not-NULL by the @notnul type qual-
ifier.

• The dereference occurs in a block where the pointer is NULL-
checked.

Observe that in the case of several pointers where at least one can
be NULL, Cyclone needs to insert NULL-checks anyway to ensure
memory-safety due to the possibility of aliasing pointers [7].

Unions

Cyclone disallows arbitrary data to be treated as pointers and a step in
that is to only allow reading data from unions as the type that it was
most recently written to as.

Tagged-unions is also how cyclone avoids format-string attacks for
variable-argument-length functions like printf. printf is declared
as:

printf(char ?fmt, ... inject parg_t);

Basically, the arguments are passed as a fat pointer and type-matched
on their tagged type before interpreted, not relying on the format-
string for type-information [10].
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Memory-Safety

To avoid dangling pointers, Cyclone uses a region-based type-system
[10]. Every pointer lives in a region that can be specified with a type-
qualifier for example int *’r a is a pointer a living in region r that
points to an int. This makes cyclone reject programs that either:

• Let a pointer escape the scope of its region.

• Assign a pointer-value to a variable with incompatible region-
type [7].

A region is a segment of memory that is deallocated at the same time
when it goes out of scope. The region-analysis is intra-procedural so
libraries need to specify regions [10].

For heap memory-safety, cyclone in itself does not provide any so-
lution, instead a garbage-collector is recommended [7]. free is a no-
op in Cyclone. An alternative is to use rmalloc which is a region
memory-allocator taking a region-argument [10].

Other restrictions Cyclone uses are:

• Only safe casts and unions are allowed.

• goto, setjmp and longjmp are not supported [10].

2.5.2 CCured

CCured is a program-transformation system that uses type-inference
to infer the pointer-types. It transforms C into a stronger type
system which statically verify absence of memory-errors for inferred
SAFE pointers and inserts runtime-checks for other pointers. The
type-inference algorithm infers pointers to be SAFE, SEQ or WILD
pointers.

• SAFE pointers are pointers with absence of pointer-casts and
pointer-arithmetic, their representation is just a pointer.

• SEQ pointers carry the bounds of the memory-region. It is repre-
sented by three pointers: a data-, base- and metadata pointer.

• WILD pointers are runtime-checked. The representation consists
of a base and pointer field. The pointed memory is prepended
with a length and appended with tag-bits indicating if the index
can be used as a valid base pointer.
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One can also specify the kind of types with __attribute__ in GCC
this is mostly to specify pointer-kinds for the interface functions on
libraries [17].

Physical Subtyping

Physical subtyping is used to verify many type casts at compile-time
[17]. Physical subtyping is an approach that asserts that casts
in-between pointer to struct types are done in a type-safe way. C does
not provide specification of object-oriented subtyping, in practice
this is instead done by explicit casts that can be interpreted as up- or
down-casts. Physical subtyping recognises the following subtyping
relations between Point and ColorPoint:

typedef struct { int x, y; } Point;
typedef struct { int x, y; color c; } ColorPoint;

Alternatively:

typedef struct {
Point p;
color c;

} ColorPoint;

Or even:

typedef struct {
char base[sizeof (Point)];
color c;

} ColorPoint;

The analysis is done by flattening the struct-types, i.e., Point is flat-
tened to int,int in ColorPoint. Physical subtyping also recog-
nises simulated virtual functions pattern, dynamic dispatch and use
of void * as a generic type-pointer [24]. The downcasts make use of
metadata type-information in CCured [17].

Type System

The CCured type-system enforces separation between the statically
typed and the untyped runtime-checked type world. Casts are
checked that they obey the convertibility relation τ ≤ τ ′. Any type
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can be converted to an integer but integers can only be converted
to sequence or dynamic pointers but where dynamic checks are
performed. This is expressed by the typing judgements of Figure 2.8.

Expressions:

Γ(x) = τ Γ ` n : int
Γ ` e1 : int Γ ` e2 : int

Γ ` e1 ⊕ e2 : int
Γ ` e : τ ′ τ ′ ≤ τ

Γ ` (τ)e : τ

Γ ` (τ ref SAFE )0 : τ ref SAFE

Γ ` e1 : τ ref SAFE Γ ` e2 : int
Γ ` e1 ⊕ e2 : τ ref SEQ

Γ ` e1 : DYNAMIC Γ ` e2 : int
Γ ` e1 ⊕ e2 : DYNAMIC

Γ ` e : τ ref SAFE
Γ `!e : τ

Γ ` e : DYNAMIC
Γ `!e : DYNAMIC

Commands:

Γ ` skip
Γ ` c1 Γ ` c2

Γ ` c1; c2
Γ ` e : τ ref SAFE Γ ` e2 : int

Γ ` e1 ⊕ e2 : DYNAMIC

Convertibility:

τ ≤ τ τ ≤ int int ≤ τ ref SEQ int ≤ DYNAMIC

τ ref SEQ ≤ τ ref SAFE

Figure 2.8: Typing Judgements of CCured [17]

CCured handles the entire C programming-language along with
most of the extensions of the GNU C dialect. Unions are treated
as syntactic sugar for casts and explicit deallocation is ignored,
instead the Boehm-Weiser conservative garbage-collector is used.
Runtime-checks ensure no stack-pointers escape to the heap or global
scope. However there are cases where legal C-programs fail at
runtime-checks. For example storing a pointer into an integer variable
and then dereferencing it, in many cases changing the type of the
variable to a pointer-type suffices.

Another area requiring attention is the use of sizeof with type-
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arguments, which then might mismatch of the inferred pointer-types
on the left-hand-side and the right-hand side in an allocation.

int **p = (int **) malloc(5 * sizeof(int *));

Here, sizeof(int *) will always be evaluated to the size of SAFE
pointers even if **p is SEQ or DYNAMIC [17].

2.6 Checked Loads and Stores

Checking loads and stores to be in-bounds and alive can provide full
memory-safety. A hardware platform HardBound [14] preforming
such checks to ensure safe-memory management has been proposed.
SoftBoundCETS uses this approach but implements the extra checks
as modified software procedures for memory-loading and -storing in
the LLVM-IR instead.

LLVM-IR

LLVM is a modular cross-platform compiler. It has a collection
of front-ends for different languages and back-ends for hardware-
platforms. By being modular its front-ends produce an platform
independent intermediate representation (LLVM-IR) which is nearer
to hardware than source-code but still platform independent. The
LLVM-IR is a unbounded register machine which means it has
unlimited numbers of hardware-registers and register-allocation
is performed by the back-ends. Much optimisation of the code is
performed by LLVM-optimisation passes on the LLVM-IR which
improves the LLVM IR code in each pass.

The modular design of LLVM and the hard specifications of the
LLVM-IR provide programmers with the possibility to write new
front- and back-ends making use of the heavy optimisation passes or
writing new optimisation passes.

2.6.1 SoftBoundCETS

SoftBoundCETS is a set of LLVM compile-time transformations enforc-
ing temporal and spatial memory-safety for C. It is made up by Soft-
Bound enforcing spatial memory-safety and CETS enforcing temporal
memory-safety [13].
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Vellvm

SoftBound is verified by Vellvm; a framework for reasoning about
programs and transformations expressed in LLVM IR-code. Vellvm
formalises static semantics, a memory-model and operational seman-
tics of LLVM-IR code and transformations. It has an implementation
in Coq to validate properties of LLVM-IR semantics and an extracted
LLVM interpreter. Vellvm was used to extract the verified transforma-
tion pass of SoftBound which enforces spatial memory-safety [28].

CETS

CETS detects all violations of temporal memory-safety in C programs
by keeping a unique identifier for every object and disjointly stored
metadata with its memory-layout. Dereferenced pointers are checked
at runtime whether they are still allocated by consulting the metadata.

CETS uses unique identifiers for every object to look up its
disjoint metadata. This evades the troubles with using the pointers
itself as keys for the metadata lookup where reused addresses pass
the dereference-check. Storing the metadata in a disjoint memory-
location keeps the memory-layout and makes the resulting binary
link-compatible with foreign object-files. It also protects the metadata
from being overwritten and field-accesses from being mangled after
pointer-to-struct casts.

The shadow-space is implemented as a two-level lookup-trie
which is a mapping data-structure indexing on bits. The layout is
shown in Figure 2.9. The second-level trie entries contain a key- and
lock-address and to perform a load/store approximately eleven x86
instructions are needed.
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Figure 2.9: Shadow Space Layout of CETS
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Specifically, the metadata is managed by augmenting allocation,
copying, de-referencing and de-allocations with code managing the
shadow-space metadata. Figure 2.10 lists these operations where high-
lighted lines are inserted by CETS.

Allocation

ptr = malloc ( s i z e ) ;
ptr_key = next_key ++;
ptr_lock_addr = a l l o c a t e _ l o c k ( ) ;
* ( ptr_lock_addr ) = ptr_key ;
freeable_ptrs_map . i n s e r t ( ptr_key , ptr ) ;

Copying

newptr = ptr + o f f s e t ;
newptr_key = ptr_key ;
newptr_lock_addr = ptr_lock_addr ;

Dereference

i f ( ptr_key != * ptr_lock_addr ) { abort ( ) ; }
value = * ptr ;

De-allocation

i f ( freeable_ptrs_map . lookup ( ptr_key ) != ptr ) {
abort ( ) ;

}
f reeable_ptrs_map . remove ( ptr_key ) ;
f r e e ( ptr ) ;
* ( ptr_lock_addr ) = INVALID_KEY ;
d e a l l o c a t e _ l o c k ( ptr_lock_addr ) ;

Figure 2.10: Augmented Operations in CETS. Highlighted lines are
inserted by CETS.

CETS does not insert unnecessary temporal-checks for pointers to
stack-allocated or global-scope memory. Also temporal-checks are re-
dundant and elided when:

• The key and lock pair has already been checked.

• There is no possible intervening deallocations.
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On average 46% of temporal checks can be eliminated or up to 80% for
global array intensive benchmarks [26].

SoftBound

SoftBound provides spatial memory-safety by recording base-
and bounds- metadata in a disjoint data-location and consulting
these when loading and storing pointers. It is a compile-time
transformation that is inspired by HardBound, a previous hardware
bounded pointer-architecture also using a disjoint metadata-space
[3]. SoftBound provides complete memory-safety at an average
runtime-overhead of 67%.

SoftBound combines the advantages of both object-based
and pointer-based approaches for memory-safety. Object-based
approaches tracks all allocated memory-regions in a separate data-
structure while pointer-based approaches stores the bounds together
with all pointers. The approach of SoftBound associates base and
bounds for every pointer but keeps the data-layout by storing them in
a disjoint shadow-space.

On one hand object-based approaches does not protect against out-
of-bounds accesses within the same allocated regions such as accessing
overflowing into adjacent fields in a struct. On the other hand pointer-
based approaches modify the data-layout of pointers and the handling
of casts becomes challenging.
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Concretely, SoftBound modifies the creation, dereferences of and
assignment of pointers as in Figure 2.11 where highlighted lines are
inserted by SoftBound. Field-accesses within structs can be handled
by narrowing the bounds to prevent struct-internal out-of-bounds ac-
cesses. But as this is sometimes deliberately used this restriction has to
be explicitly invoked also casts do not narrow bounds in SoftBound.

Heap Allocation

ptr = malloc ( s i z e ) ;
ptr_base = ptr ;
ptr_bound = ptr + s i z e ;
i f ( p t r == NULL) ptr_bound = NULL;

Stack Allocation

i n t array [ 1 0 0 ] ;
p t r = &array ;
ptr_base = &array [ 0 ] ;
ptr_bound = ptr_base + s i ze of ( array ) ;

Assignment

newptr = ptr + index ;
newptr_base = ptr_base ;
newptr_bound = ptr_bound ;

Figure 2.11: Augmented Operations in SoftBound. Highlighted lines
are inserted by SoftBound.

Pointers passed as arguments for functions have their base- and
bound-pointers added in the end of the argument-list. memcpy re-
quires special attention cause if it copies pointers it has to also copy
the metadata.

Function-pointers are protected by having base and bounds equal
to the pointer. This prevents data-pointers from being interpreted as
function-pointers. To fully protect argument-list internal bounds, the
type signature of the arguments would have to be encoded in function-
pointers and dynamically checked which is not implemented.

Pointers created from integers have NULL base and bounds cause
dereferencing them is unsafe, however the bounds can manually be
set by the setbound function.
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Arbitrary casts and union-accesses does not modify the base- and
bounds-pointers resulting in SoftBound handling all these type casts at
the cost of not guaranteeing the type-correctness of the referred data.

Memory-safety is not implemented for variadic functions yet [16].

2.7 C++ Library enforcing Safe Pointer Use

C is not a subset of C++ as there are many constructs that behave dif-
ferently and later versions of C have introduced new language fea-
tures, still trivial C-programs can be compiled with a C++-compiler
and with minor changes other C-programs can be translated to con-
forming C++. This is why Ironclad C++ is included as a justifiable
approach for memory-safe C, some other approaches also require mi-
nor modifications of C programs to enforce memory-safety and since
Ironclad C++ is implemented in C++; a mature and well used pro-
gramming language with wide compiler-support. It is also very clear
what the code does since the implementation is easy to refer to in the
high-level C++ template-library. By the design Ironclad C++ also does
not require any compiler modifications or to be linked to any installed
runtime-systems.

2.7.1 Ironclad C++

Ironclad C++ is a library-augmented type-safe subset of C++.
Ironclad C++ comes with a source-code validator and a semi-

automatic re-factoring tool to aid in translating C and C++ programs
to the Ironclad C++ memory-safe dialect. Ironclad C++ makes use
of the ability to implement type-safe abstractions in C++ through
templates and dynamic type-checks. This makes Ironclad C++ not
requiring any language or compiler changes to bring memory- and
type-safety to C++.

It is advantageous to distinguish pointers to singleton elements
and pointers to arrays of elements since the later needs bounds-
checking. This is achieved in Ironclad C++ without advanced
source-code analysis with adoption of Ironclad C++ smart-pointers,
which have different implementations for the two cases.

Arbitrary pointer-casts are disallowed in Ironclad C++ because
C++ has proper language-features to express polymorphism
safely through templates and class-hierarchies. So type-safety is
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implemented by only allowing statically valid casts and the C++
dynamic_cast construct.

Ironclad C++-pointers do not prevent use-after-free errors because
reference counting and use-after-free analysis comes with a big run-
time overhead. By default Ironclad C++ uses a conservative garbage-
collector but a heap-precise garbage-collector is also available, where
the later supports precise marking of heap-objects to not leak memory
pointed by pointers casted to non-pointer objects.

Ironclad C++ smart-pointer library should replace all instances of
raw pointers to abide to the memory- and type-safe Ironclad C++ di-
alect. Singleton pointers are replaced with ptr<T> and array-pointers
or iterating pointers with aptr<T>. Pointers are casted by using the
cast<T> function which wraps dynamic_cast. Non-pointer types
are casted statically, which does not contribute to any type-safety vio-
lations. Unions are disallowed.

ptrs are NULL initialised and NULL checked at dereferences while
C++ references have forced initialisation and evade such checks. aptr
comes in two flavours, static-sized ones aptr<T, N> and dynamic-
sized ones aptr<T>.

Heap-pointers and arrays are initialised by new_obj<T>(args...)
and new_array<T>(number) respectively and destructed, but not
always deallocated depending on the garbage-collector with the
destruct method.

Ironclad C++ does not employ heapification, i.e., reallocating stack
variables to heap-memory in order to avoid temporal memory-safety
violations. Instead hybrid static-dynamic checking of lifetime is em-
ployed. To use this, stack-object pointers use local pointers lptr<T>
and laptr<T> which are verified to obey the following four rules:

• Any pointer to stack object must be held by an lptr or laptr.

• A local pointer may only exist on the stack.

• The lifetime of a pointer may not exceed the lifetime of the value
that it points to.

• A local pointer may not be returned from a function [2].

The third rule is proved to be enforced by the consistency of the
Core Ironclad calculus which Ironclad C++ implements [22].
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Some functions of the C standard-library has been modified to
ensure type and memory safety by using aptr<char> instead of
char * for example [2].

2.8 Execution of C-Programs on JVM

There are several projects that enforces memory-safety for C-programs
by translating them to or representing them in Java or Java byte-code.
They make use of the built-in mature garbage-collection, stricter type-
system of Java and the fact that array-accesses are runtime-checked.

One of them, ManagedC makes heavy use of optimisations in the
JVM such as JIT-compilation, it encapsulates pointers as fat pointer-
objects [5].

However to support casts between pointers and compatible inte-
ger types and back, integers would also have to be represented as fat
pointers, which would incur high runtime overheads. Fortunately, in-
tegers that are not assigned from pointers can safely be represented by
normal integers. It has been shown that such an analysis and optimi-
sation is feasible and hugely reduces the runtime-overhead compared
to representing all integers as fat pointers [11].

2.8.1 ManagedC

ManagedC is an extension that guarantees memory-safety of TruffleC
which is a self-optimising, self-rewriting AST-interpreter that provides
execution of C-programs on the JVM.

Since JVM is a virtual machine in which byte-code is interpreted
it differs in many ways from the native execution platform of C. The
interpreter interprets JVM byte-code at execution where each instruc-
tion is an action for a pushdown automaton where arguments are
pushed onto the automaton and popped by instructions taking argu-
ments. This differs from the native instruction-set where stack-frames
are pushed and popped at function-calls and -returns and instruc-
tion arguments are loaded into a finite set of machine-registers which
are interpreted as arguments at function-calls in an order specified
by the calling-convention. The JVM interpreter thus instead uses the
hardware-registers and the call-stack in order to run the pushdown
automaton which effectively simulates execution of the byte-code.
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Because this simulation has a high runtime-overhead modern JVM-
interpreters can Just-in-time compile byte-code for the hardware at
runtime and then transfer the execution to the just-in-time compiled
code at runtime.

ManagedC consequently has to simulate many primitive language-
facilities of C such as function-pointers, the automatically allocated
and deallocated call-stack for stack-variables and manual memory-
management where memory-objects can be referred to by their ad-
dress and thus cannot be moved by the JVM.

ManagedC simulates these language-features of C in a way that
ensures temporal and spatial memory-safety through a group of
classes representing memory-addresses; primitive-, array-, function-
and structured-objects.

• Memory-address objects represent addresses as a native Java-
object. They are essentially fat-pointers with bounds, this
enables pointer-arithmetic to be implemented as operations on
these objects.

• Primitive-objects are implemented by corresponding Java boxed-
primitives.

• Array-objects are implemented by objects having the correspond-
ing primitive Java-array as field.

• Function-objects are implemented as AST-tree representations.

• Structured-objects has a content and a layout map. The
content-field stores the content in slots in a dynamic structure-
representation while the layout-map stores the type- and
offset-metadata of the contents.

Allocated memory in C is untyped, i.e., void * casted to fit the
purpose. To represent this newly allocated memory, it is represented as
uninitialised Structured-objects. When data is written to the memory
the layout is initialised and typed for that slot. Reads are only allowed
from initialised and typed slots.

C-call stack frames for storing local variables are allocated on
the heap and memory-management is simply delegated to the JVM
garbage-collector which will eventually free memory not longer
referenced. Bounds-checks on array-accesses are similar handled
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automatically by the JVM, checking bounds in its array-dereference
instructions [5].

TruffleC

TruffleC specialises the AST (abstract syntax tree) based on runtime-
feedback to aggressively optimised just-in-time compiled code with
de-optimisation branches to reinterpret the byte-code given new run-
time feedback. It is a specialisation of Truffle for C [27], which is a
platform for building highly optimised JVM-interpreters mainly for
dynamic languages.

The optimisations employed are:

• Profile-guided function-inlining.

• Function-pointer inline-caches.

• Value-profiling.

TruffleC employs the Graal JIT-compiler [21] to generate platform-
dependent machine-code.

The profile-guided function-inlining works on the AST of the
whole program and can thus inline external functions, which is rare
and requires link-time optimisation for normal C-compilers. For
function-calls, using function-pointers inlined function are cached in
a function-inline cache to further improve runtime-speed. Branch-
prediction is used to aggressively force dead-code elimination of
branches that have never been executed, if it is later executed the code
is just-in-time recompiled. Such speculations in branch-condition
values is also used for normal variable values to constant-fold the
values.

goto-statements are simulated through exceptions. TruffleC
changes the variable lifetimes compared to C by the fact that JVM
does not provide any automatic call-stack storage for the interpreted
code. Memory-objects are used to store and garbage-collect stack-
variables belonging to the same function together. Global and static
variables are similarly stored together in a memory-object kept alive
during execution [6].
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Methods

3.1 Outline

A runtime bounds-checks lister for SoftBoundCETS is implemented.
The program traces runtime bounds-checks to the user source-code
lines that trigger them. It works through traversing the binary gener-
ated by SoftBoundCETS. This approach requires:

• Identifying the runtime bounds-checks in the binary.

• Building up a flow-graph of the program.

• Tracing back the flow from the bounds-checks to the user-code
code-block triggering the bounds-check.

• Finding the source-code line corresponding to the user-code line
triggering the bounds-check.

• Presenting the results in a convenient way.

The runtime bounds-checks lister can track 99 % of the runtime
bounds-checks to user-code source code lines but there are a few
limitations mainly:

• The binary has to be compiled with debugging information.

• The flow-graph does not cover intra-functional flows.

• The flow-graph cannot capture indirect branches.

• Statements covering several lines are reported with the first line.

32
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3.2 Motivation

The runtime bounds-checker gives control to the programmer as an
analytic tool when it is not obvious whether pointer-dereferences are
statically-checked or runtime-checked and might halt the program
when it is running.

It can also be used as in this report to analyse how well Soft-
BoundCETS eliminates runtime bounds-checks, making use of
LLVM-optimisations. For such statistics, the following has been
compared:

• The number of load- and store-checks in total.

• The number of source-code lines reported as contributing to such
checks.

As a base-line to compare the results of how well SoftBoundCETS
eliminates the checks the total number of load- and store-checks and
the number of source-code lines responsible when compiling the same
program without any optimisation or link-time-optimisation have
been used since it has never been observed that SoftBoundCETS has
eliminated any checks without optimisation.

The answer to this question is interesting for research since it can
guideline if the approach taken by SoftBoundCETS provides a more
statically memory-safe approach for memory-safe C variants.

3.3 Choice of Approach

SoftBoundCETS is coupled with the LLVM tool-chain in such way that
it modifies the semantics of C-programs to bounds-check before load-
ing and storing to memory. This is achieved by setting up the shadow-
space with metadata about memory-areas in a pseudo-main function
which loads the normal main function. Before memory-loads, calls are
made to one or several of the following functions:

• softboundcets_spatial_load_dereference_check

• softboundcets_temporal_load_dereference_check

• softboundcets_spatial_store_dereference_check
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• softboundcets_temporal_store_dereference_check

The two first functions handle load-checks while the latter two
handle store-checks. Spatial-checks are for bounds-checking while
temporal-checks are to assure lifetime of the pointers.

These calls are visible in the LLVM-IR code which can be output by
compiling with the compiler-flags -S -emit-llvm. At this stage the
function-calls to the load- and store-checks cannot be in-lined since
these functions are external. Since the behaviour of these external
functions are not known they cannot be assumed to be functions with-
out side-effects which means that a second memory-load check-call
for the same memory without any writes happening in-between them
cannot be optimised away. This is because these functions could do
memory-writes which would have modified the results of consecu-
tive calls. All this leads to the LLVM-IR code not being appropriate to
show actual runtime load-checks even if it would have been preferable
since it is easy to back-track bounds-checks calls to the source-code
line-number responsible for the memory-access.

Another approach that was considered for analysing the runtime
bounds-checks was to generate the object-dumps of the object-code be-
fore link-time. However since SoftBoundCETS makes use of link-time-
optimisation happening at a later stage in the compilation-process.
This approach would be inadequate since calls may be eliminated at
link-time.

Finally, the approach that was found to be most adequate was to
disassemble the final executable binary-file and analyse it. This choice
comes at the cost of complicating the parsing and analysis. At this
stage line-information has to be supplied for the executable by com-
piling and linking it with the -g- flag generating debug information.
At optimisation levels over O0 this does not modify the executable in
any other way than inserting debug line-number information.

3.4 Description of the Approach

The runtime bounds-check lister works by drawing up a flow-graph of
the program from the assembly and marking runtime bounds-checks
and debug line-number information in it.

A runtime bounds-check is found by a call-instruction to any
spatial-check function or in the case of inlined functions by inserted
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debug metadata of the source line number belonging to one of the
spatial-check functions in the SoftBoundCETS library.

Specifically, the graph is made up by basic-blocks of non-branching
code and has inflow- and outflow-pointers to where the execution can
have come from or where it may be transferred. Branch-invariants are
not analysed.

For a minimal example, Figure 3.1 is a part of the output the
bounds-check lister generates that covers the source-code lines in
Figure 3.2. Here, the bounds-check lister reports a inlined spatial
load-check on line 78, which is highlighted in the source-code in
Figure 3.2. The analysis in this case is very simple as there is just one
basic-block which has an outflow to the basic block which is generated
from the source-code where the bounds-checks functions are declared.
Specifically, line 539 is in the body of the spatial load-check function.

/home/hedenc/Documents/BoundsCheckMarker/Tes ts/
c o r e u t i l s −8.27/./ l i b /c−s t r c a s e e q . h

Line 78 I n l i n e d S p a t i a l load at 40d424

Figure 3.1: The part of the output of mkdir compiled with -O3 -lto
which covers lines 76-87 of c-strcaseeq.h

76 s t r c a s e e q 6 ( const char * s1 , const char * s2 , char
s26 , char s27 , char s28 )

77 {
78 i f (CASEEQ ( s1 [ 6 ] , s26 ) )
79 {
80 i f ( s26 == 0)
81 return 1 ;
82 e lse
83 return s t r c a s e e q 7 ( s1 , s2 , s27 , s28 ) ;
84 }
85 e lse
86 return 0 ;
87 }

Figure 3.2: The source-code of strcaseeq6 in c-strcaseeq.h from core-
utils
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The algorithm works by depth-first searching the inflow-pointers
until reaching outside library generated code, i.e., the SoftBoundCETS
library and reporting the last user-space basic-blocks which has in-
flows to the library-code with bounds-checks. As an example of the
code-block graph is given in Figure 3.3 to illustrate how the bounds-
check marker reports c-strcaseeq.h:78 as the line inducing a spa-
tial load-check when the first block of the inlined spatial-check func-
tion is softboundcets.h:539. Pseudo-code is provided for the al-
gorithm in Figure 3.4.

40d417

c-strcaseeq.h:78

40d424:
cmpb $48, (%rbx)
jne 259

softboundcets.h:539

40d42d:
cmpq %rsi, %rcx
jb 333

40d436

40d530

40d583

jne

jb

Figure 3.3: The basic-blocks graph of mkfifo from instruction 0x40d424
until 0x40d430 covering the first library-block and the last user-code
block which gets reported by the bounds-check lister.
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Require: in is a basic-block with bounds-checks
Ensure: results contains the responsible code-blocks for the bounds-

check in cb
dfs⇐ {in}
visited⇐ ∅
results⇐ ∅
while dfs 6= ∅ do

b⇐ dfs.top
dfs⇐ dfs.pop
if b.source 6= softboundcets.h then

results⇐ results ∪ {src}
else

for src ∈ b.backpointers do
if src /∈ visited then

dfs⇐ dfs.push(src)
visited⇐ visited ∪ {b}

end if
end for

end if
end while

Figure 3.4: The basic-blocks graph algorithm that finds which user-
code blocks contribute to the bounds-check in the code block in

3.5 Implementation

The runtime bounds-checker is a Standard C++ 14 program that is in-
voked by passing the executable-file of a program that has been com-
piled using the SoftBoundCETS-augmented clang compiler. It creates
a pipe, forks a process and invokes objdump on the executable to get
a disassembly output with debug line-information. This pipe is then
parsed in one single pass to build up a flow-graph, which is then anal-
ysed in a single pass to generate the output which consists of a list of
the bounds-checks mapped to source-files and -lines.
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To parse the objdump output, the grammar in Figure 3.5 is used.
This is not a full grammar of the output but handles just those parts
that are needed to produce the output. The output format of objdump
is not standardised across different implementations, especially when
it comes to integer and address representation-format. The current
version is tested and works correctly on both Ubuntu 12.04 and macOS
10.12.3.

( * The objdump o ut pu t f o r m a t * )
objdump = ( l i n e i n f o | c a l l i n s t r | jumpinstr

| cndjmpinstr | r e t i n s t r | other
) * eof

( * P r o d u c t i o n r u l e s * )
l i n e i n f o = fi lename num
c a l l i n s t r = addr ’ c a l l q ’ num ’< ’ id ’> ’
jumpinstr = addr ’ jmpq ’ num
cndjmpinstr = addr cjmp num
r e t i n s t r = addr ’ r e t q ’

( * C o n d i t i o n a l jump i n s t r u c t i o n keywords * )
cjmp = ’ j e ’ | ’ j n e ’ | ’ j g ’ | ’ j a ’ | ’ j a e ’

| ’ j l ’ | ’ j l e ’ | ’ j b ’ | ’ j b e ’ | ’ j o ’
| ’ jno ’ | ’ j z ’ | ’ jnz ’ | ’ j s ’ | ’ j n s ’

( * Tokens * )
f i lename = ’/ ’ ! ( ’\n ’ | ’ : ’ ) * ’ : ’
id = alpha ( alpha | dig ) *
num = [ ’− ’ ] dig | ( ’ 0x ’ hex ) hex *
addr = [ ’ 0x ’ ] hex+ ’ : ’
eof = EOF

alpha = ’ a ’ . . . ’ z ’ | ’A ’ . . . ’Z ’ | ’ _ ’
dig = ’ 0 ’ . . . ’ 9 ’
hex = num | ’ a ’ . . . ’ f ’ | ’A ’ . . . ’ F ’

Figure 3.5: Grammar of the objdump-output
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3.5.1 Shortcomings

Indirect Branches

Unfortunately, indirect branches makes the control-flow not 100 % de-
terminable by abstract interpretation, for example in Figure 3.6 the
branch at 0x4047b5 redirects the flow depending on the value of the
a-register which value might be loaded from memory, passed as an ar-
gument or fetched from input. The a-register is referred as rax or eax
depending on how it is accessed. With rax it is accessed as a full 64-bit
register while with eax just the lower 32-bits are accessed. In this ex-
ample the value of the a-register is modified at 0x404790, 0x404796
and 0x4047a5 differently depending on which branches it takes in
the function.

dereg is te r_ tm_c lones :
404790 : movl $4474815 , %eax
404795 : pushq %rbp
404796 : subq $4474808 , %rax
40479 c : cmpq $14 , %rax
4047 a0 : movq %rsp , %rbp
4047 a3 : jbe 27 <dereg i s te r_ tm_c lones +0

x30>
4047 a5 : movl $0 , %eax
4047 aa : t e s t q %rax , %rax
4047ad : je 17 <dereg i s te r_ tm_c lones +0

x30>
4047 af : popq %rbp
4047 b0 : movl $4474808 , %edi
4047 b5 : jmpq *%rax

Figure 3.6: Extract of objdump of cat

Abstract interpretation will never be able to decide all indirect
branches as they can depend on input. The current bounds-check
lister does not handle indirect branches. It is one of the largest error
sources. Handling the cases that can be handled would require
simulation and would incur great runtime-expenses.
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One Bounds-Check accounted for by several Source-Code Lines

The first code-blocks before bounds-checks are accounted for by the
bounds-check lister. This means one check can be accounted for sev-
eral times when several flows lead to the library-code with the bounds-
check. For example, in Figure 3.7 the array storing of x on line 13 is
both reachable from the last line before the loop, line 11 on the first
loop-run and from the last line of the loop, line 14, on the consequent
loop-runs. In the case where line 13 would trigger a store-check before
the array store that check would be accounted for by both line 11 and
14. However if it were not inlined, the check would only be accounted
for by line 13.

11 foo ( ) ;
12 for ( i n t i =0 ; i <len ; ++ i ) {
13 a r r [ i ] = x ;
14 bar ( ) ;
15 }

Figure 3.7: Example of a loop where two source-code lines get ac-
counted for twice

Dependency on Debug-Information

The bounds-checks lister lists all file-name and line-numbers of where
load- and store-checks are inserted using flow-analyses by best efforts.
The analysis requires that that SoftBoundCETS and the user-program
is compiled with debug-information. Without debug-information pro-
vided the bounds-checks lister will list source-code line-information as
???:0.

No Intra-Procedural Analysis

The basic-block graph does only cover flows within functions. So the
algorithm tracing basic-blocks out from library-code does not follow
function-calls. This problem arises if the bounds-checking function is
called from or inlined in another library function of SoftBoundCETS
which is not inlined.

This has however not been observed except for in the program pre-
lude where SoftBoundCETS generates the shadow-space, which can-
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not be blamed on any user-code source-line.

3.6 Usage

The resulting bounds-checks lister lists the bounds-checks sorted by
file-name and line-number. It lists which kind of bounds-check it is,
i.e., a load- or store-check and if it is inlined. After that it lists the
corresponding instruction-addresses. The file-name and line-numbers
are the ones of the calling-function for not inlined checks but for in-
lined checks it is the last user-code code-block with line-info metadata
before the code enters SoftBoundCETS library-code.

To complicate things, expressions can cover several lines but only
the first line will have metadata file-name and line-number, so the line
numbers printed by the bounds checks marker should be interpreted
as “the statement at line X generates the following check” rather than
“line X” generates the check.

The instruction-addresses are handled similarly, for inlined bounds
checks they are the instruction address of the first address of the last
code-block outside the SoftBoundCETS-library. A code-block here is a
sequence of non-branching instructions with no jumps into the block
that has the same file-name and line number metadata.
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Results

4.1 Outline

The runtime bounds-checks lister has been applied to Coreutils 8.27
and the following was measured measured:

• The number of bounds-checks that can be traced to source-code
lines.

• The number of load or store checks generated at different opti-
misation levels.

• The number of source-code lines that induce load- and store-
checks at different optimisation levels.

A qualitative study is also performed to find what types of runtime
bounds-checks can be optimised away with SoftBoundCETS and how
this compares to other tools, mainly Cyclone and CCured.

4.2 Structure

The results chapter first tries to answer how accurate the bounds-
checks lister performs then how well SoftBoundCETS can optimise
away runtime-bounds checks.

The second question will be divided into two parts. The first part
covers qualitative results uncovering what kind of checks can and can-
not be optimised while the second part covers the quantitative results
of how many checks SoftBoundCETS can optimise away.

42
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4.3 The Bounds-Checks Lister

Coreutils 8.27 has been built with SoftBoundCETS 3.4 with LTO using
GNU gold-linker 1.11 and statistically analysed how well the bounds-
checks lister is at tracing the generated bounds-checks to user-code
source-lines.

4.3.1 Choice of Test-Suit

The reasons for choosing coreutils 8.27 as test base are explained in
this section.

• Ubiquity: As a fundamental set of OS library functions for IO,
shell and text-manipulation in GNU

• Maturity: As the code has been developed and well maintained.

• Conformity: It is coded using GNU standards and practices
which are well-spread.

• Scope: Since the library provides library functionality for text-
manipulation is uses many memory accesses.

• Magnitude: The source code contains 824 .c files with 143106
code lines and 351 .h files with 38327 code lines excluding blanks
and comments. (Reproducable by running cloc on the source
code).

• Applicability. Using coreutils linked with SoftBoundCETS
makes sense since it is a fundamental library that provides
functionality for libraries and code using it.

4.3.2 Accuracy of the Bounds-Check Lister

As measurements of how accurate the bounds-lister is the two
standard measurements of precision and recall are used. The bounds-
checks lister should if perfect accurately present all source-code lines
generating bounds-checks and no other source-code lines. This is a
typical case of binary classification where the common definitions of
precision and recall can be used. Precision is the fraction of correctly
retrieved elements out of the total number of elements while recall
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is the fraction of correctly retrieved elements out of all elements
searched. Specifically, in this application the precision is the fraction
of source-code lines generating bounds-checks presented out of the
total number of presented source-code lines. Accuracy is the number
of presented source-code lines generating bounds-checks out of the
total number of source-code lines generating bounds-checks.

The recall of source-code lines generating bounds-checks where
the bounds-checks are not inlined is perfect as it then just returns the
source-code line from the debug-metadata at the checks.

The recall for inlined bounds-checks, i.e., the number of bounds
checks that can be traced to source-code lines out of the total num-
ber of bounds-checks was measured. For Coreutils compiled with
-O3 -lto, this fraction was found to be 99.2 % (average deviation:
0.3 %) compiled with -O0 -lto just 89.1% (average deviation: 4.6 %).
See Appendix A for raw data and the scatter-plots in Figure 4.1 as pre-
sentation of the variance.

Figure 4.1: Recall for inlined bounds-checks at -O0 and -O3 (Coreutils
8.27 built with SoftBoundCETS 3.4, LTO using GNU-gold linker 1.11).

4.4 Bounds-Checks Elimination in Soft-
BoundCETS

Bounds-checks are optimised away in SoftBoundCETS using
constant-folding, array-access optimisation and aliasing-analysis to
a level that at some situations performs worse than CCured and
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pointer-annotated Cyclone claims to achieve.
Most significant strength of SoftBoundCETS is the strong ability to

constant-fold array-dereferences combined with heavy inlining. The
most significant weakness is that SoftBoundCETS does not optimise
away checks for dereferences in arrays on constant bounds if the value
is not a constant.

The distinction between inserted load- and store-checks at LLVM-
IR level and bounds-checks at pointer-dereferences is specially appar-
ent when compiler and link-time optimisation is turned off. This is
because not only pointer-content gets loaded from memory but this
often occurs when arguments are passed between functions.

SoftboundCETS also as opposed to CCured and Cyclone ensures
temporal memory-safety through these load- and store-checks instead
of relying on a garbage-collector.

The lion-part of load- and store-checks that are optimised away
with compiler and link-time optimisation turned on are arguments
that are passed between functions. These no longer have to be passed
in specific registers when the functions get inlined.

Following this description of the general performance of bounds-
checks optimisation in SoftBoundCETS specific cases where bounds-
checks optimisation can or cannot be performed will be covered.

The section Singleton Pointers will cover non-array pointers which
will correspond to thin/safe pointers in Cyclone/CCured terminol-
ogy. Array-pointers will be covered in the section Arrays. After that
a separate section Loops will briefly cover how loops with pointer-
dereferences are handled.

4.4.1 Singleton Pointers

Constant Folding

SoftBoundCETS replaces pointer-dereferences with the constant
pointed-to value if it can, which is a kind of constant-folding. Even
uninitialised values are replaced with zero even if dynamic-memory
allocated with malloc does not have to be zeroed. SoftBoundCETS
is able to infer constant-folding even in functions that have the
dereferences in separate functions that get inlined.
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However even if the memory-dereference is safe but the pointed-
to value is not constant, SoftBoundCETS cannot omit load-checks as in
Figure 4.2. Where ptr points to either constant 2 or 3 and load-checks
have to be performed before printing. This could have been avoided
with pointer-analysis which calculates the points-to set of ptr during
abstract interpretation to {2, 3}.

void sa fe_but_not_cons tant ( )
{

i n t data1 = 3 , data2 = 2 , choice ;
scanf ( "%d" , &choice ) ;
i n t * ptr = choice ? &data1 : &data2 ;
p r i n t f ( "%d\n" , * ptr ) ;

}

Figure 4.2: Safe Dereference but not Constant-Value

Strict Initialisation

SoftBoundCETS does not have bounds-check elimination for strictly
initialised pointers like Cyclone has with @notnul-specified pointers.
For example, in Figure 4.3 Cyclone would be able to avoid load-checks
if ptr was annotated with @notnul but SoftBoundCETS had to load-
check ptr before dereferencing it. Here, ptr cannot possibly be a null
pointer cause it is assigned to the address of val which is in the stack.
This seems to be a runtime bounds-check which should be optimised
away cheaply considering ptr is dereferenced just after it is assigned
to point to stack-space.

void n o t _ n u l l _ p t r ( )
{

i n t val ;
scanf ( "%d" , &val ) ;
i n t * ptr = &val ; / * i n i t i a l i s e d a t d e c l a r a t i o n

* /
p r i n t f ( "%d\n" , * ptr ) ;

}

Figure 4.3: Load-Check for Pointer Initialised at Declaration
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Array-Access Optimisation

When the same pointer is dereferenced several times and the pointer
cannot be reassigned in-between the dereferences the pointed value
can be loaded from memory into registers just once avoiding subse-
quent load-checks. The pointer is dereferenced and load-checked just
once.

This works even if the number of registers is insufficient for the set
of live variables. The compiler then has to spill the pointed values, i.e.,
store the register content onto memory and load it again because the
number the register is smaller than the number of live variables.

The fact that load checks for loading spilled pointed values can be
omitted is because SoftBoundCETS inserts load- and store-checks at
the LLVM-IR level before register-allocation. LLVM-IR uses an unlim-
ited number of pseudo-registers which is later allocated to the hard-
ware specific registers during a process called register-allocation.

Aliasing Analysis

When pointers giving write-access to stack-space are shared to other
functions these functions can modify any addresses in the stack. This
renders all already load-checked pointers in the stack unsafe to deref-
erence and SoftBoundsCETS has to load-check any such pointer again
before dereferencing them.
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As an example of this Figure 4.4 shows a code-snippet where
write-access to the stack of leaking_function is given away to
foo when leak is passed as an argument. This consequently renders
all stack-variables in leaking_function possibly modifiable
from within foo. Hence when a to leak unrelated pointer ptr is
dereferenced in the printf-statement it has to be load-checked.

extern void foo ( i n t * * ptr ) ;

void l e ak i n g_ f u nc t i o n ( )
{

i n t val = 10 , val1 ;
i n t * ptr = &val , * leak = &val1 ;
foo(& leak ) ;
p r i n t f ( "%d\n" , * ptr ) ;

}

Figure 4.4: Function leaking Access to Stack-Space

Integer-Pointer Casts

LLVM uses the same type for pointers and integers of the same size as
pointers so casting in-between pointers and same-sized integers does
not generate any type-casts for the LLVM-IR. Hence they are treated
as pointers and do not automatically render the pointers unsafe and
bounds checked like in CCured.

4.4.2 Arrays

Constant-Folding

Arrays with constant-values can be folded to constants as long as the
array is not passed to a another function which might change the
array values. Remarkably, even dynamic arrays can be optimised
away as constants if their accessed contents can be folded to constants.
As in Figure 4.5 where equivalent1 generates equivalent code to
equivalent2 and no load-checks are incurred.
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void equiva lent1 ( )
{

i n t * a r r = malloc (3 * s i ze of ( i n t ) ) ;
a r r [ 1 ] = 2 ;
p r i n t f ( "%d\n" , a r r [ 1 ] ) ;
f r e e ( a r r ) ;

}

void equiva lent2 ( )
{

p r i n t f ( "%d\n" , 2 ) ;
}

Figure 4.5: Dynamic-Array Constant-Folded

Aliasing Analysis

The aliasing problem is handled analogously to how it is handled with
singleton pointers. When any write-access is leaked to another func-
tion all pointers and arrays needs to be load-checked again.

4.4.3 Loops

Sadly, loops where an array is iterated is checked at every iteration in-
stead of checking the range before iteration. However such optimisa-
tion might be considered to change the behaviour. If the array-bounds
for the slice that is accessed inside the loop were to be checked be-
fore the loop, the loop would not be executed at all while it might fail
midway without such optimisation.

As with pointers, dereferences with no possible modification in-
between the dereferences might be just loaded and load-checked once.
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4.5 Quantitative Results

As a quantitative measurement of how many checks are eliminated
Figure 4.6 shows the total number of load or store checks generated
at different optimisation-levels as a fraction to the number of checks
at no optimisation. For raw data, refer to Appendix B. Figure 4.7 also
shows scatter-plots of the number of checks at each level of optimisa-
tion compared to without optimisation.

Figure 4.6: The number of load- and store-checks at different
optimisation-levels (Coreutils 8.27 built with SoftBoundCETS 3.4, LTO
using GNU gold linker 1.11).
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Figure 4.7: Scatter-plots of the total number of checks at different lev-
els of optimisation compared to without optimisation. (Coreutils 8.27
built with SoftBoundCETS 3.4, LTO using GNU gold linker 1.11)

Generally, it is hard to divide the programs in Coreutils 8.27 into
high or low bounds-check elmination degrees as the results show
small variation in the fraction of bounds-checks that get eliminated as
shown in the scatter-plots in Figure 4.7.

The peculiarity that turning on lto on O0 increases the number
of load-checks is an effect of more functions getting inlined and thus
checks get duplicated but since optimisation is not turned on no
bounds-checks elimination occurs. Also increasing the optimisation
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from O2 to O3 barely changes the number of bounds-checks.
The number of lines that induce load- and store-checks is also re-

duced to 49 % from no optimisation to O3 optimisation with link-time
optimisation; complete raw data presented in Appendix C. The num-
bers are different because one line can often contain several checks, for
example a load- and a store-check. The same check can be accounted
for by several lines because of flow-branches.
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Discussion

5.1 Structure

To investigate, whether SoftBoundCETS’s redundant bounds-check
elimination reduce runtime bounds-checks to what is achievable
with pointer-type annotations this chapter covers two sections. The
first section covers the discussion of the direct question of how well
bounds-checks are optimised in SoftBoundCETS while the second
section covers the indirect question of how useful the method of
making a runtime bounds-checks lister was.

5.2 Bounds-Checks Optimisation in Soft-
BoundCETS

SoftBoundCETS achieves a competitive bounds-checks elimination by
heavily relying on the optimised code generation of the clang com-
piler. It does not have a differentiated pointer implementation like Cy-
clone or CCured where pointers can be restricted to safe and sequence-
pointers by their absence of casts and pointer-arithmetic.

Specifically, SoftBoundCETS uses constant-folding instead of
analysing whether the pointer is initialised and within bounds. On
the other hand heavy inlining and link-time optimisation somewhat
alleviate this.

The biggest advantages of SoftBoundCETS does not lay in its abil-
ity to optimise runtime bounds-checks or catch memory-safety viola-
tions at compile time instead of runtime but its speed and compatibil-
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ity.
The speed thanks to not relying on a garbage-collector for temporal

memory-safety and inlined and light-weight inlined bounds-checks.
The compatibility with practically all C programs comes from not

modifying the data-layout by storing pointer metadata in a shadow-
space. The only problem I have experienced with SoftBound is that
it does not yet guarantee memory safety for vector-instructions and
variadic-functions as for SoftBoundCETS-3.4.

5.2.1 Specific analysis

This section will compare the runtime bounds-checks elimination of
SoftboundCETS to that of Cyclone and CCured which uses the ap-
proach of differentiated pointers. First singleton pointers are covered,
then array pointers.

Singleton pointers

Both Cyclone and CCured uses thin pointers for pointers to singleton-
data where pointer-arithmetic does not occur. Cyclone also provides
for memory-safety through not allowing all pointer-casts and enforc-
ing definite initialisation.

Thin/safe pointers are not runtime bounds-checked in either Cy-
clone or CCured.

Sharing a singleton pointer so that it gives writing access to the
stack to other functions breaks the constraints for thin/safe pointers in
both Cyclone and CCured.

Concerning the inference of thin/safe pointers, pointers as
function-arguments need to be annotated as thin in Cyclone.

SoftboundCETS in comparison uses the approach to eliminate
runtime bounds-checks through constant-folding and inlining. So
while the pointed-to data needs to be constant for SoftboundCETS
to optimise away runtime bounds-checks, it is sufficient in Cyclone
and CCured that the pointers are singleton, not redirected, shared
or casted. SoftboundCETS on the other hand has no problem with
pointer-casts and when functions are inlined it is able to infer
pointer arguments as constant and consecutive bounds-checks can be
optimised away once load-checked.
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Arrays

Both Cyclone and CCured uses bounded/sequence pointers for fixed-
sized arrays.

Bounded/sequence pointers are not runtime bounds-checked as
long as static indices are dereferenced.

SoftboundCETS instead further requires the pointed data to be con-
stants to avoid runtime bounds-checks but manages pointer-casts and
avoids consecutive casts. Cyclone has a specific syntax to pass the
bounds along with the pointer between functions but SoftboundCETS
instead relies on inlining which does not require annotations.

5.2.2 Conclusion

The SoftBoundCETS approach has a higher compatibility and a more
efficient enforcement of temporal memory-safety. It could probably
become even better with a differentiated pointer implementation and
a CCured-style pointer-type inference-algorithm.

Providing pointer-annotations at the source-code level would
not make much sense. CCured manages to infer differentiated
pointer-types and runtime bounds-checks are very hard to avoid
because array-indices and lengths are seldom static.

The second benefit pointer-annotations provide that programmers
can see and have more control of where runtime bounds-checks are
invoked still remains as an advantage. However this could be alle-
viated by either providing some diagnostic or profiling output from
the code-generation, listing where checks occur. Alternatively, using a
CCured-style inference-algorithm as source-code-to-source-code com-
piler and targeting SoftboundCETS to this differentiated pointer-types
output language.

5.3 The Bounds-Checks Lister

The usefulness of the lister as a tool to find out runtime-checked
bounds-checks is reduced because SoftBoundCETS inserts load/store
checks and this includes moving arguments passed to functions.
These checks are simply pinned to the head of the function.

Another problem is that not every source-code line gets debug-
metadata line-information posts. Statements taking several lines
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and calls have been particularly problematic in this regard. The
debug-information generated LLVM-IR (intermediate representation)
code got more debug information so that instructions can be mapped
to a AST (abstract syntax tree) node. However since bounds-checks
elimination is performed later the checks at the LLVM-IR might be
eliminated in later stages. Using this approach misses the goal of the
tool.

The third problem is that instructions can get reordered out of
source-code line-number order so that the static flow analysis returns
line-numbers in the proximity of where the runtime bounds-check is
performed.

The fourth problem is that the flow-analysis does not follow calls,
so that when a bounds check is traced to a function head without any
metadata line-information found, it gives up.

Nevertheless the bounds-checks lister does perform its task, it man-
ages to trace over 99 % of bounds-checks to source-code lines at full
optimisation.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis investigated the research question of whether Soft-
BoundCETS’s redundant bounds-check elimination reduce runtime
bounds-checks to what is achievable with pointer-type annotations
been reached. The problem was analysed by a runtime-bounds-
checks listing program that traces the runtime-bounds-checks
SoftboundCETS inserts to source-code lines.

Memory-safety is when no memory-access with undefined
behaviour are performed, as it can result in exploitable code.
Runtime checking every memory-access would prevent this, however
the unsound memory-accesses would not be discovered before
runtime. This is why every memory-access which can be checked at
compile-time provides higher reliance that the program is bug-free.

SoftboundCETS enforces memory-safety for C by a modified
LLVM where memory- loads and -stores are augmented to assure
the memory-safety of the operation. By integrating SoftboundCETS
to LLVM with link-time-optimisation the result is that about 35 % of
these load- and store-checks can be optimised away.

This is achieved primary by inlining functions so that arguments
do not have to be passed in specific registers and it can provide higher
specification of the pointer for the callee function. Secondary this is
achieved by folding pointers and arrays to constants and eliminating
subsequent load-checks.

The runtime bounds-checks elimination in SoftBoundCETS makes
different eliminations compared to Cyclone and CCured that uses
code transformations. Also CCured gives an example of where an
inference algorithm can displace pointer-type annotations.
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Future work

7.1 Improvements to the Runtime Bounds-
Checks Lister

Despite the runtime bounds-checks lister manages to trace 99% of
bounds checks to source code lines it cannot follow indirect branches.
To alleviate this completely, the program would have to be simulated,
which is not a viable strategy. However tracking stores of constants
and their propagation to other registers through arithmetic and move
instructions could probably enable some indirect branches to be
calculated.

Another deficiency is the lack of precision of the source code lines
traced from bounds checks. They only state the source code line be-
cause metadata debug information is does not include column infor-
mation. The metadata debug information also only places one meta-
data debug point per statement, even if the statement spans several
lines. This is hard to alleviate because it would require generating
more debug information generated by modifying LLVM. The LLVM
IR metadata is an example of more precise metadata where each AST
node is linked to a metadata field with source code line, column data
and what type of source code node it implements.

Currently, the runtime bounds-checks lister does not feature a GUI
and it only handles SoftBoundCETS. A feasible extension could be
to provide a GUI where the sourcee-code could be listed and traced
source-code lines highlighted.
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7.2 Improvements to SoftBoundCETS

SoftBoundCETS relies fully on LLVM optimisations to eliminate run-
time bounds-checks although it is harder to infer if such optimisations
on the lower level of LLVM IR compared to the source code.

Another difficulty of how C links source-files is that exported func-
tions with pointers as arguments cannot assume any guarantees about
the context they are called. Practically, these calls have to assume the
pointers are unsafe and aliased. Inlining the function solves this but
it is not an approach without costs. One could probably generate an
ad-hoc polymorphic function with a non-aliasing safe function and a
non-safe implementation generated by need.

7.2.1 Combining SoftBoundCETS with CCured

Using a CCured style pointer type differentiating inference algorithm
as a source to source code compiler and then targeting the output lan-
guage for SoftBoundCETS could unite both good high and low level
optimisations of both approaches.

There are however many hurdles for this suggestion, CCured mod-
ifies the pointer layout and produces link incompatible code. It also
does not support as much C code as SoftBoundCETS without modi-
fications. Another difference is that CCured relies on a garbage col-
lector. But since SoftBoundCETS proves temporal memory safety can
be provided at lower level. For this reason, it does not seem impossi-
ble to discard the requirement for a garbage collector in this suggested
approach.

7.3 Could Pointer Annotations improve
SoftBoundCETS?

Pointer annotations could possibly improve SoftBoundCETS; however
the approach taken by Cyclone with pointer annotations seems to be
made obsolete by a CCured-style pointer inference algorithm. CCured
manages to support more of C compared to Cyclone and it provides
similar differentiated pointer types.

In fact there are already type qualifiers in C that can enforce more
guarantees of pointers, namely restrict which specifies the pointer
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argument is not aliased. Correct qualification of const-ness could also
hint the compiler the pointer is not redirected or the pointed data
changed. Functions declared static inline do not need to pro-
duce any code since they must be inlined, this means the function will
always be optimised with the context it is called from.

Unfortunately, however const-ness guarantees can easily be cir-
cumvented by type casts. restrict however is a non-negotiable
type qualifier but aliasing a restrict pointer will result in undefined
behaviour. That is the compiler is not required to discard programs
where the restrict keyword is misused, it is merely there to enable
for optimisations and does not provide any guarantees.

7.4 Other Uses of the Runtime Bounds-
Checks Lister

The runtime bounds-checks lister is easily modifiable. The functions
that are traced to source-code lines are listed in a plain-text files as
their label name and the source-code filename and line numbers for
when they are invoked inlined. In principle any set of functions can
be traced depending on the application.

An example of such application could be to find or assure where
later revealed buggy library functions are used by a binary. Unfor-
tunately, this is almost never applicable since the binaries have to be
compiled with debug information, which is normally not done.

The program can also provide statistics how often a function is in-
lined in a binary.
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Appendix A

Successfully traced Bounds-
checks

Table A.1 presents the total numbers and fraction of inlined bounds-
checks that the bounds-checks lister was able to trace to user source-
code with link-time optimisation but without other compiler optimi-
sations and at full optimisation. It is to be observed that the statistics
is just concerned with inlined checks because the bounds-checks lister
has no problems to trace non-inlined checks. Which also makes statis-
tics without link-time optimisation irrelevant since no inlined checks
are generated by user-code there. It is also worth mentioning that
some few checks in each binary are in fact not generated by user-code
but by the book-keeping of SoftBoundCETS.
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Table A.1: Number of inlined bounds checks per program for full
optimisation (lto O3) and without any optimisation (O0). For both

levels of optimisation, the statistics is presented as:

• Total number of bounds checks.

• The number of Found checks that could be traced to source-lines.

• The Fraction of checks found out of the total number of checks.

Missing numbers indicate failed compilation.

Program name O0 lto O3
Total Found Fraction Total Found Fraction

[ 382 363 0.950 1390 1374 0.988
b2sum 286 267 0.934 1067 1063 0.996
base32 90 76 0.844 800 793 0.991
base64 90 76 0.844 749 742 0.991
basename 100 85 0.850 540 533 0.987
cat 313 298 0.952 635 634 0.998
chcon 123 109 0.886 2177 2155 0.990
chgrp 229 215 0.939 2265 2248 0.992
chmod 125 111 0.888 2220 2202 0.992
chown 237 223 0.941 2388 2370 0.992
chroot 126 110 0.873 677 675 0.997
cksum 83 68 0.819 557 549 0.986
comm 233 218 0.936 715 703 0.983
cp 1624 1593 0.981 2929 2893 0.988
csplit 412 375 0.910 912 906 0.993
cut 186 167 0.898 789 780 0.989
date 132 118 0.894 3400 3383 0.995
dd 254 236 0.929 1336 1326 0.993
df 631 599 0.949 2505 2487 0.993
dir 1092 1059 0.970 4346 4326 0.995
dircolors 303 286 0.944 932 921 0.988
dirname 73 59 0.808 507 502 0.990
du 254 239 0.941 3479 3448 0.991
echo 128 112 0.875 563 557 0.989
env 100 86 0.860 524 520 0.992
expand 127 109 0.858 572 571 0.998
expr 297 281 0.946 1276 1269 0.995
factor 414 386 0.932 1458 1450 0.995
false 60 46 0.767 480 473 0.985
fmt 230 205 0.891 900 895 0.994
fold 94 79 0.840 581 575 0.990
ginstall 1459 1434 0.983 3252 3291 1.012

Table continued on next page
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Table A.1: (continued)

Program name O0 lto O3
Total Found Fraction Total Found Fraction

groups 91 73 0.802 562 557 0.991
head 214 198 0.925 713 707 0.992
hostid 70 56 0.800 512 500 0.977
id 107 92 0.860 658 657 0.998
join 438 404 0.922 1010 1005 0.995
kill 110 93 0.845 572 566 0.990
link 83 69 0.831 530 521 0.983
ln 251 231 0.920 1522 1505 0.989
logname 70 56 0.800 511 499 0.977
ls 1092 1059 0.970 4346 4326 0.995
md5sum 225 207 0.920 857 852 0.994
mdir 120 106 0.883 1160 1150 0.991
mkfifo 78 64 0.821 571 570 0.998
mknod 103 89 0.864 617 616 0.998
mktemp 90 76 0.844 736 726 0.986
mv 1512 1487 0.983 3980 3941 0.990
nice 101 86 0.851 533 529 0.992
nl 121 106 0.876 655 654 0.998
nohup 74 60 0.811 548 541 0.987
nproc 76 62 0.816 548 544 0.993
numfmt 401 365 0.910 857 851 0.993
od 465 445 0.957 1752 1738 0.992
paste 180 165 0.917 711 708 0.996
pathchk 122 103 0.844 537 533 0.993
pinky 184 167 0.908 661 658 0.995
pr 446 414 0.928 1708 1703 0.997
printenv 104 89 0.856 519 514 0.990
printf 294 274 0.932 1179 1169 0.992
ptx 732 692 0.945 1723 1719 0.998
pwd 193 178 0.922 505 500 0.990
readlink 71 56 0.789 1006 1001 0.995
realpath 192 168 0.875 1076 1067 0.992
rm 242 226 0.934 2338 2320 0.992
rmdir 96 82 0.854 958 945 0.986
runcon 77 63 0.818 493 486 0.986
seq 268 247 0.922 1088 1080 0.993
sha1sum 225 207 0.920 931 926 0.995
sha224sum 225 207 0.920 905 897 0.991
sha256sum 225 207 0.920 910 902 0.991
sha384sum 225 207 0.920 906 898 0.991
sha512sum 225 207 0.920 910 902 0.991
shred 197 182 0.924 954 947 0.993

Table continued on next page
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Table A.1: (continued)

Program name O0 lto O3
Total Found Fraction Total Found Fraction

shuf 140 126 0.900 1324 1310 0.989
sleep 75 61 0.813 544 535 0.983
sort 1740 1687 0.970 3738 3706 0.991
split 377 359 0.952 753 747 0.992
stat 412 392 0.951 2244 2237 0.997
stdbuf 130 115 0.885 1029 1022 0.993
stty 516 499 0.967 1429 1417 0.992
sum 82 67 0.817 573 569 0.993
sync 74 60 0.811 490 486 0.992
tac 128 114 0.891 562 560 0.996
timeout 138 124 0.899 573 569 0.993
uptime 90 76 0.844 704 699 0.993
users 91 74 0.813 568 563 0.991
who 156 141 0.904 1070 1064 0.994

average 282 264 0.891 1184 1176 0.992

average 208 203 0.046 695 691 0.003
deviation



Appendix B

Number of Load- and Store-
Checks

This appendix has tables of the raw number of load- and store-checks
inserted by SoftBoundCETS at different levels of optimisation, Table
B.1. The fraction of these numbers of load- and store-checks to the
total number of load- and store-checks at no optimisation is presented
in Table B.2. It is observed that it is mainly the number of store-checks
that is reduced.

Table B.1: Number of load- and store-checks at different levels of
optimisation.

Program name Load checks Store checks
O0 lto lto O2 lto O3 O0 lto lto O2 lto O3

[ 116 508 435 439 624 554 240 237
b2sum 286 373 289 297 561 491 203 200
base32 235 295 241 244 400 408 214 187
base64 217 277 203 238 399 407 200 151
basename 133 177 143 145 294 290 113 110
cat 161 196 185 195 350 329 160 158
chcon 656 680 741 736 1005 968 512 473
chgrp 663 706 736 731 977 954 520 481
chmod 645 666 751 746 982 949 551 512
chown 678 748 751 740 1000 968 543 504
chroot 194 224 247 256 418 396 214 218
chksum 129 172 154 157 295 263 102 100
comm 203 323 256 255 368 358 194 190
cp 954 1218 1107 1075 1557 1644 712 846
csplit 301 360 306 312 504 429 199 202
cut 208 262 229 239 398 322 174 168

Table continued on next page
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Table B.1: (continued)

Program name Load checks Store checks
O0 lto lto O2 lto O3 O0 lto lto O2 lto O3

date 964 1068 986 1001 1262 1338 766 711
dd 618 644 481 489 845 666 396 394
df 875 1029 868 876 1284 1287 694 704
dir 1088 1265 1141 1129 1650 1543 711 762
dircolors 207 288 257 265 395 433 220 225
dirname 125 159 131 134 286 291 98 96
du 1038 1133 1205 1165 1629 1678 821 801
echo 139 179 151 154 280 265 113 111
env 131 174 147 150 277 301 113 111
expand 158 203 173 187 319 323 114 132
expr 246 332 291 288 489 485 211 225
factor 388 462 444 446 768 635 257 241
false 115 143 120 123 268 248 95 93
fmt 250 269 235 251 404 385 176 181
fold 166 194 192 198 339 302 138 137
ginstall 1244 1394 1282 1266 1901 1887 821 918
groups 153 179 147 147 339 297 111 111
head 230 312 281 273 450 359 149 183
hostid 116 147 121 124 269 248 96 94
id 222 289 246 257 440 386 156 150
join 332 420 355 362 517 499 196 192
kill 156 201 181 186 316 288 105 103
link 119 150 127 130 268 248 100 98
ln 499 563 496 499 907 866 358 356
logname 116 148 122 125 269 248 96 94
ls 1088 1265 1141 1129 1650 1543 711 762
md5sum 279 379 290 295 445 394 234 199
mkdir 414 461 394 410 659 655 301 297
mkfifo 152 189 158 158 343 329 136 123
mknod 184 245 184 187 383 364 147 145
mktemp 189 267 215 217 459 423 164 164
mv 1286 1563 1447 1419 1942 1923 917 973
nice 148 185 141 144 317 331 126 124
nohup 137 174 151 160 323 310 140 138
nproc 149 180 161 163 336 314 113 113
numfmt 365 451 399 389 599 510 167 244
od 540 587 513 517 806 750 352 348
paste 179 218 190 193 319 309 147 145
pathchk 136 174 174 176 319 270 129 125
pinky 173 217 196 199 374 323 168 168
pr 618 584 563 554 932 729 401 398
printenv 127 155 135 138 278 277 95 93

Table continued on next page
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Table B.1: (continued)

Program name Load checks Store checks
O0 lto lto O2 lto O3 O0 lto lto O2 lto O3

printf 375 486 395 404 565 503 293 292
ptx 595 684 650 642 836 862 517 509
pwd 154 225 168 164 319 291 93 91
readlink 326 354 290 300 585 579 205 200
realpath 366 442 341 354 620 574 241 232
rm 702 798 784 776 1020 940 531 494
rmdir 329 376 284 287 510 484 241 239
runcon 125 173 131 134 295 293 94 92
seq 389 503 379 385 555 599 272 253
sha1sum 303 403 289 298 488 437 254 252
sha224sum 291 391 289 298 500 449 220 218
sha256sum 291 391 288 297 500 449 220 218
sha384sum 307 407 291 301 542 491 233 231
sha512sum 307 407 292 301 542 491 233 231
shred 295 397 366 368 658 549 222 231
shuf 398 481 450 455 799 754 280 282
sleep 143 174 129 134 316 289 112 112
sort 1146 1570 1290 1256 1570 1467 895 894
split 327 306 342 303 536 428 168 164
stat 679 817 651 658 1164 1050 514 537
stdbuf 379 454 384 387 585 573 280 278
stty 512 694 566 549 702 785 353 437
sum 188 226 167 176 416 369 110 108
sync 123 149 123 141 283 248 96 106
tac 176 213 207 210 372 335 112 120
timeout 190 231 167 171 370 385 127 125
uptime 264 296 194 215 516 482 115 121
users 128 164 152 152 294 269 118 111
who 380 421 356 361 587 494 327 324
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Table B.2: Fraction of number of load- and store-checks at different
levels of optimisation to the total number of load- and store-checks at

no optimisation.

Program name Load checks Store checks
O0 lto lto O2 lto O3 O0 lto lto O2 lto O3

[ 0.157 0.686 0.588 0.593 0.843 0.749 0.324 0.320
b2sum 0.338 0.440 0.341 0.351 0.662 0.580 0.240 0.236

base32 0.370 0.465 0.380 0.384 0.630 0.643 0.337 0.294
base64 0.352 0.450 0.330 0.386 0.648 0.661 0.325 0.245
basename 0.311 0.415 0.335 0.340 0.689 0.679 0.265 0.258
cat 0.315 0.384 0.362 0.382 0.685 0.644 0.313 0.309
chcon 0.395 0.409 0.446 0.443 0.605 0.583 0.308 0.285
chgrp 0.404 0.430 0.449 0.446 0.596 0.582 0.317 0.293
chmod 0.396 0.409 0.462 0.459 0.604 0.583 0.339 0.315
chown 0.404 0.446 0.448 0.441 0.596 0.577 0.324 0.300
chroot 0.317 0.366 0.404 0.418 0.683 0.647 0.350 0.356
chksum 0.304 0.406 0.363 0.370 0.696 0.620 0.241 0.236
comm 0.356 0.566 0.448 0.447 0.644 0.627 0.340 0.333
cp 0.380 0.485 0.441 0.428 0.620 0.655 0.284 0.337
csplit 0.374 0.447 0.380 0.388 0.626 0.533 0.247 0.251
cut 0.343 0.432 0.378 0.394 0.657 0.531 0.287 0.277
date 0.433 0.480 0.443 0.450 0.567 0.601 0.344 0.319
dd 0.422 0.440 0.329 0.334 0.578 0.455 0.271 0.269
df 0.405 0.477 0.402 0.406 0.595 0.596 0.321 0.326
dir 0.397 0.462 0.417 0.412 0.603 0.564 0.260 0.278
dircolors 0.344 0.478 0.427 0.440 0.656 0.719 0.365 0.374
dirname 0.304 0.387 0.319 0.326 0.696 0.708 0.238 0.234
du 0.389 0.425 0.452 0.437 0.611 0.629 0.308 0.300
echo 0.332 0.427 0.360 0.368 0.668 0.632 0.270 0.265
env 0.321 0.426 0.360 0.368 0.679 0.738 0.277 0.272
expand 0.331 0.426 0.363 0.392 0.669 0.677 0.239 0.277
expr 0.335 0.452 0.396 0.392 0.665 0.660 0.287 0.306
factor 0.336 0.400 0.384 0.386 0.664 0.549 0.222 0.208
false 0.300 0.373 0.313 0.321 0.700 0.648 0.248 0.243
fmt 0.382 0.411 0.359 0.384 0.618 0.589 0.269 0.277
fold 0.329 0.384 0.380 0.392 0.671 0.598 0.273 0.271
ginstall 0.396 0.443 0.408 0.403 0.604 0.600 0.261 0.292
groups 0.311 0.364 0.299 0.299 0.689 0.604 0.226 0.226
head 0.338 0.459 0.413 0.401 0.662 0.528 0.219 0.269
hostid 0.301 0.382 0.314 0.322 0.699 0.644 0.249 0.244
id 0.335 0.437 0.372 0.388 0.665 0.583 0.236 0.227
join 0.391 0.495 0.418 0.426 0.609 0.588 0.231 0.226
kill 0.331 0.426 0.383 0.394 0.669 0.610 0.222 0.218
link 0.307 0.388 0.328 0.336 0.693 0.641 0.258 0.253
ln 0.355 0.400 0.353 0.355 0.645 0.616 0.255 0.253

Table continued on next page
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Table B.2: (continued)

Program name Load checks Store checks
O0 lto lto O2 lto O3 O0 lto lto O2 lto O3

logname 0.301 0.384 0.317 0.325 0.699 0.644 0.249 0.244
ls 0.397 0.462 0.417 0.412 0.603 0.564 0.260 0.278
md5sum 0.385 0.523 0.401 0.407 0.615 0.544 0.323 0.275
mkdir 0.386 0.430 0.367 0.382 0.614 0.610 0.281 0.277
mkfifo 0.307 0.382 0.319 0.319 0.693 0.665 0.275 0.248
mknod 0.325 0.432 0.325 0.330 0.675 0.642 0.259 0.256
mktemp 0.292 0.412 0.332 0.335 0.708 0.653 0.253 0.253
mv 0.398 0.484 0.448 0.440 0.602 0.596 0.284 0.301
nice 0.318 0.398 0.303 0.310 0.682 0.712 0.271 0.267
nohup 0.298 0.378 0.328 0.348 0.702 0.674 0.304 0.300
nproc 0.307 0.371 0.332 0.336 0.693 0.647 0.233 0.233
numfmt 0.379 0.468 0.414 0.404 0.621 0.529 0.173 0.253
od 0.401 0.436 0.381 0.384 0.599 0.557 0.262 0.259
paste 0.359 0.438 0.382 0.388 0.641 0.620 0.295 0.291
pathchk 0.299 0.382 0.382 0.387 0.701 0.593 0.284 0.275
pinky 0.316 0.397 0.358 0.364 0.684 0.590 0.307 0.307
pr 0.399 0.377 0.363 0.357 0.601 0.470 0.259 0.257
printenv 0.314 0.383 0.333 0.341 0.686 0.684 0.235 0.230
printf 0.399 0.517 0.420 0.430 0.601 0.535 0.312 0.311
ptx 0.416 0.478 0.454 0.449 0.584 0.602 0.361 0.356
pwd 0.326 0.476 0.355 0.347 0.674 0.615 0.197 0.192
readlink 0.358 0.389 0.318 0.329 0.642 0.636 0.225 0.220
realpath 0.371 0.448 0.346 0.359 0.629 0.582 0.244 0.235
rm 0.408 0.463 0.455 0.451 0.592 0.546 0.308 0.287
rmdir 0.392 0.448 0.338 0.342 0.608 0.577 0.287 0.285
runcon 0.298 0.412 0.312 0.319 0.702 0.698 0.224 0.219
seq 0.412 0.533 0.401 0.408 0.588 0.635 0.288 0.268
sha1sum 0.383 0.509 0.365 0.377 0.617 0.552 0.321 0.319
sha224sum 0.368 0.494 0.365 0.377 0.632 0.568 0.278 0.276
sha256sum 0.368 0.494 0.364 0.375 0.632 0.568 0.278 0.276
sha384sum 0.362 0.479 0.343 0.355 0.638 0.578 0.274 0.272
sha512sum 0.362 0.479 0.344 0.355 0.638 0.578 0.274 0.272
shred 0.310 0.417 0.384 0.386 0.690 0.576 0.233 0.242
shuf 0.332 0.402 0.376 0.380 0.668 0.630 0.234 0.236
sleep 0.312 0.379 0.281 0.292 0.688 0.630 0.244 0.244
sort 0.422 0.578 0.475 0.462 0.578 0.540 0.330 0.329
split 0.379 0.355 0.396 0.351 0.621 0.496 0.195 0.190
stat 0.368 0.443 0.353 0.357 0.632 0.570 0.279 0.291
stdbuf 0.393 0.471 0.398 0.401 0.607 0.594 0.290 0.288
stty 0.422 0.572 0.466 0.452 0.578 0.647 0.291 0.360
sum 0.311 0.374 0.276 0.291 0.689 0.611 0.182 0.179
sync 0.303 0.367 0.303 0.347 0.697 0.611 0.236 0.261

Table continued on next page
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Table B.2: (continued)

Program name Load checks Store checks
O0 lto lto O2 lto O3 O0 lto lto O2 lto O3

tac 0.321 0.389 0.378 0.383 0.679 0.611 0.204 0.219
timeout 0.339 0.413 0.298 0.305 0.661 0.688 0.227 0.223
uptime 0.338 0.379 0.249 0.276 0.662 0.618 0.147 0.155
users 0.303 0.389 0.360 0.360 0.697 0.637 0.280 0.263
who 0.393 0.435 0.368 0.373 0.607 0.511 0.338 0.335

average 0.352 0.437 0.375 0.380 0.648 0.608 0.271 0.270
average deviation 0.037 0.042 0.042 0.038 0.037 0.044 0.035 0.032



Appendix C

Source-code Lines that incur
Checks

Figure C.1 provide the raw data about how many source-code lines
that incur load- or store-checks at different levels of optimisation. It
is important to notice that inlined checks in loops can result in more
lines marked for the same checks compared to load- and store-check
function-calls which always correspond to one line per checks. This is
due to the way inlined checks are traced to first preceding code-block
split by source-code line-numbers where the control flow can result in
several such blocks being traced to the same checks.

Left out numbers are due to compilation not succeeding at that op-
timisation level. Without optimisation no checks are inlined or redun-
dant checks eliminated which makes this number appropriate as a ref-
erence of how many pointer references and dereferences there are in
total in that binary. These relative numbers are represented in Fig-
ure C.1. In essence O2 and O3 optimisation removes checks efficiently
when link-time optimisation is turned on. There spread of how many
that are removed among the different binaries in Coreutils 8.27 is low.
Maybe binaries making heavy use of dynamic arrays would deviate
more.
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Table C.1: Number of source-code lines that incur load- and/or
store-checks are presented under Checked lines. The fraction of

checked lines under each optimisation level to that under O0 is also
presented in Fraction to under O0.

Program name Checked lines Fraction to under O0
O0 lto lto O2 lto O3 lto lto O2 lto O3

[ 922 879 494 495 0.953 0.536 0.537
b2sum 742 711 333 333 0.958 0.449 0.449
base32 564 574 255 266 1.018 0.452 0.472
base64 542 557 241 249 1.028 0.445 0.459
basename 384 397 170 170 1.034 0.443 0.443
cat 462 439 218 220 0.950 0.472 0.476
chcon 1386 1339 791 780 0.966 0.571 0.563
chgrp 1362 1333 799 788 0.979 0.587 0.579
chmod 1355 1309 808 797 0.966 0.596 0.588
chown 1398 1387 805 794 0.992 0.576 0.568
chroot 549 511 302 304 0.931 0.550 0.554
cksum 382 394 181 182 1.031 0.474 0.476
comm 503 494 253 253 0.982 0.503 0.503
cp 2148 2117 1217 1219 0.986 0.567 0.568
csplit 704 648 347 347 0.920 0.493 0.493
cut 542 528 274 282 0.974 0.506 0.520
date 1825 1872 1125 1129 1.026 0.616 0.619
dd 1246 1085 582 584 0.871 0.467 0.469
df 1801 1778 935 937 0.987 0.519 0.520
dir 2309 2090 1233 1212 0.905 0.534 0.525
dircolors 522 534 293 298 1.023 0.561 0.571
dirname 368 337 151 152 0.916 0.410 0.413
du 2222 2214 1262 1232 0.996 0.568 0.554
echo 375 376 169 170 1.003 0.451 0.453
env 367 371 173 174 1.011 0.471 0.474
expand 427 391 201 210 0.916 0.471 0.492
expr 648 653 325 320 1.008 0.502 0.494
factor 995 935 494 491 0.940 0.496 0.493
false 344 352 139 140 1.023 0.404 0.407
fmt 575 510 265 276 0.887 0.461 0.480
fold 451 437 218 221 0.969 0.483 0.490
ginstall 2668 2547 1444 1443 0.955 0.541 0.541
groups 436 424 177 179 0.972 0.406 0.411
head 613 572 312 313 0.933 0.509 0.511
hostid 346 355 148 149 1.026 0.428 0.431
id 587 590 290 289 1.005 0.494 0.492
join 727 705 393 400 0.970 0.541 0.550
kill 423 417 207 210 0.986 0.489 0.496

Table continued on next page
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Table C.1: (continued)

Program name Checked lines Fraction to under O0
O0 lto lto O2 lto O3 lto lto O2 lto O3

link 348 359 157 158 1.032 0.451 0.454
ln 1190 1163 545 546 0.977 0.458 0.459
logname 346 356 149 150 1.029 0.431 0.434
ls 2319 2090 1233 1212 0.901 0.532 0.523
md5sum 638 625 313 306 0.980 0.491 0.480
mkdir 913 897 458 461 0.982 0.502 0.505
mkfifo 446 440 192 191 0.987 0.430 0.428
mknod 508 526 213 214 1.035 0.419 0.421
mktemp 566 592 238 238 1.046 0.420 0.420
mv 2737 2692 1568 1652 0.984 0.573 0.604
nice 418 426 177 178 1.019 0.423 0.426
nl 532 500 251 253 0.940 0.472 0.476
nohup 409 398 189 190 0.973 0.462 0.465
nproc 437 444 187 186 1.016 0.428 0.426
numfmt 863 791 429 421 0.917 0.497 0.488
od 1148 1044 593 598 0.909 0.517 0.521
paste 445 441 209 210 0.991 0.470 0.472
pathchk 408 379 184 185 0.929 0.451 0.453
pinky 487 446 252 249 0.916 0.517 0.511
pr 1323 1100 611 613 0.831 0.462 0.463
printenv 361 364 154 155 1.008 0.427 0.429
printf 801 859 427 428 1.072 0.533 0.534
ptx 1245 1184 695 683 0.951 0.558 0.549
pwd 419 422 170 168 1.007 0.406 0.401
readlink 768 767 330 328 0.999 0.430 0.427
realpath 833 847 363 369 1.017 0.436 0.443
rm 1437 1415 828 815 0.985 0.576 0.567
rmdir 710 709 347 348 0.999 0.489 0.490
runcon 381 392 152 153 1.029 0.399 0.402
seq 807 830 442 446 1.029 0.548 0.553
sha1sum 655 642 320 321 0.980 0.489 0.490
sha224sum 669 656 313 314 0.981 0.468 0.469
sha256sum 669 656 313 314 0.981 0.468 0.469
sha384sum 684 671 316 317 0.981 0.462 0.463
sha512sum 684 671 316 317 0.981 0.462 0.463
shred 839 781 451 449 0.931 0.538 0.535
shuf 1016 998 494 494 0.982 0.486 0.486
sleep 409 409 163 166 1.000 0.399 0.406
sort 2258 2292 1367 1357 1.015 0.605 0.601
split 774 606 378 397 0.783 0.488 0.513
stat 1572 1576 718 716 1.003 0.457 0.455
stdbuf 821 817 443 444 0.995 0.540 0.541

Table continued on next page
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Table C.1: (continued)

Program name Checked lines Fraction to under O0
O0 lto lto O2 lto O3 lto lto O2 lto O3

stty 1044 1093 639 629 1.047 0.612 0.602
sum 543 537 200 201 0.989 0.368 0.370
sync 365 356 151 168 0.975 0.414 0.460
tac 481 442 237 238 0.919 0.493 0.495
timeout 494 472 202 207 0.955 0.409 0.419
uptime 669 675 225 235 1.009 0.336 0.351
users 380 388 178 179 1.021 0.468 0.471
who 832 789 412 423 0.948 0.495 0.508

average 0.977 0.485 0.488
average deviation 0.036 0.047 0.045
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